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There-are two kinds of promptness in school work, one of which 
olders the timely beginning of an exercise, and the other the 
closing of the same at the prope'r moment; 2nd it is a question to 
tbe-thoughtful mind which IS more injurious to the well-being of 
the school and' the habits of the pupils, dilatoriness in the open-
ing of school or dawdling,at its closing. 
-
THE bishops of Belgium have excommunicated the teachers in 
, . the schools organized under the new state law. Let our fellow 
pedagogues of Belgium take no care on this account, for the 
WEEKLY has already absolved them in worse Latin than the Bel-
gian bishops could possibly muster, for t,he ceremony of excom-
munication; and, as the whole busmess IS a mere matter of cler-
ical bad blood and bad Latin, it is of little consequence anyway. 
- ' The money used in stopping a hole in a Dutch dyke is but a 
Imall matter compared with the cost of repairing the damage that 
an inundatibn would cause. So ~he money spent in educating 
the people is but a trille compared with what it produces in wealth 
and Saves from the ever~pressing tides of ignoranc::e. The me-
4i,ev.al description of life-the journey of a- culprit from the 
prison to the place of execution-would naturally put a check 
on enterprise; but the mode: n view that life is a struggle for ex-
isten'ce is strictly true and encouraging to the brave of heart. 
Nations have their life as individuals do, and likewise have to 
struggle-fot it, and in this struggle ~here are many weapons of 
ofi'eose and aggression-industry, commerce, agriculture, war,-
but there is but one coat of armor against ignorance, bigotry,. 
"~!1Pmtitilon and sloth-and that .is education. -
THE fiftieth annual meeting of the American Institute of .In-
~,;iltr1lCtlIOn took pla>:e this year at Fabyan's, Whit~ Mountains, N. 
July S: II, and that of the' National Educational ASsOciation 
===:=:w-;--~ 
at Philadelphia, on July 29, 30, and 31. Both meetings w.en: 
eminently successful. The leading educators of the Union ~er(' 
well represented and the papers were of a high order ofliterary anti 
educational merit. It would be invidious to specify any among 
them as being especially valuable where all' were so good, and a ; 
for giving synopses of them, such a task would be prejudici.al to 
the papers and unsatisfactory to Qur readers. Ours shall not bi: 
the task of winnowing clean grain. Moreover, the "occasion:; 
are now past" and placed on file, and the WEEKLY, profiting b} 
the experienc'! of Orpheus in Hades, will never look back, 
Thesalaries of schoolmasters should be such as to compensa,te 
them for the business and political disabilities they labor under. 
An amendment to the constitution was thought necessary to the 
political and social freedom ,of the negro that civil rights,and 
suffrage might be guaranteed; but what will guarantee the polit-
ical rights of the school-master? Cabined, cribbed, confined, 
he doubts if his soul is his own, even when he believes he h~ 
one: At the confirmation 9f Board members in this city ~ecently 
twenty-five janitors were present, lobbying, and not one school-
master dared to put in an appearance. The fact is that the jani-
tors rank as men, and the school-masters as women. In coun-
tries o~ the East the eunuchs enjoy great-social and political 
privileges. But what do the pedagogues of Yankeeland e!ljoYai 
a reward for being intellectual eunuchs? 
Shall pupils be taught to be civ.i1? At Tingewicke, England, 
recently, the master of a school was called to account by an In-
spector for having trained his pupils to rise upon the entrance of 
a stranger, as an act of courteous recognition. In Catholic 
schools all the world over, we believe, such' recognition is given 
upon the entrance of prelates and' dignitar.ies. lIi the publ!€ 
schools of this country, however, there seems to be a disposition 
to make children methodically rude, since they are taught to ig-
nore absolutely the entrance of 'all visitors; and some educators 
have the hobby of preventing children from indulging their in-
stincts of native politeness by. merely looking up. This, itwould 
seem, is going too far. It is the British snob that prides himself 
upon igno~ing the presence o.f strangers. And surely there' is 
rudeness enough learned in the streets of our cities without. hav- . 
ing the same quality cultivated in the schools. 'It is one thing 
to stare, and quite another to raise the eyes in a single respectful 
glance. It is one thing to make genullexions of servile hom: 
age, and another to politely acknowledge by a modest loo)t tpe' 
presence of a distinguished stranger 'or cifficial visitor. It is for-
tunate that the days of speechifying by every prosy old codgep..· 
who might enter a school-room are of the past. If visits of out-
siders were frequent, childr~~ would learn to disre'gud, them, -
and go on wit1\. their worK _ like hands in a factory, Teachers, 
too, are right in disliking to have the order of \he~r exercises inter, 
rupted, and such teachers as cliange the program for a show per-
formance upo~ 't~e entrance of a visitor, shou~d: be spe~dilj ' 
sHown the door of their professional eJcit. But !low-a-days, 
'when the appe~nce in our large city schools of a~ official 
gu\UQian is as.rare as a comet and.almost as rare as the coiijunc-
:tio~ of Oli'r superior planets, the least the poor children might 
'be'allowed to dO 'is 'to look up at him, when he comes . . 
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SHALL MARRIED WOMEN TEACH? ON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES. 
THERE is considerable discussion in England on the question PROF. WM. F. PHELPS, WINONA, MINN. of the policy of retainirig women teachers in the public 
'schools after entering into the state of matrimony. Those in fa- What is the matter with our great agricultural colleges? They do not seem 
to turn out farmers to any considerable extent. Cornell University, which grew 
Vor of "Married Schoolmistresses" present good arguments and g;eat upon State aid for the agricultural course it professed to teach, graduated 
make a fine showing of results accomplished by their favorites. seventy-one students on Thursday, but not one in the agricultural course : 
Those opposed advance as' their strongest argument the tendency Since the date of its foundation it hM not averaged five graduates in agricul-
of-such teachers to increase the population and the consequent ture. We have more men in the professions now than society know how10 .-
unkindness of which they are guilty in neglecting their own off- support decently. We need mento plow, and fewer pill peddlers; more .men 
spring for the benefit of the children of others. Indeed, if the in the harvest fields, and fewer at work on briefs, encour"ging litigation and 
discord. The subject is one which deserves the attention of parents and educa . 
element of reproduction could be eliminated from the equation, tors. We need more A. B. and A. M. farmers, and fewer little a. b. 'Iawyer;, 
the problem would be solved, at least, in England. Doubtle~s an and small m. d. doctors. Take your diploma, young man, go west, take off 
inter-national conference on this subject would be productive of your coat and go to work. Health, wealth, and happiness can be dug more -
much good to the profession . At least, the too apparent tendency surtly out of the ground than it can be obtained in the uncertain contest of 
in this direction might be discouraged, for there are decencies professional life .-Inltr Octan . . 
to be preserved even in the school-room. Their American sis- The foregoing paragraph from a recent issue of the Inter Ocean 
ters might give the English "married mistresses" many useful indicates, with other signs of the time., tha,t we are beginning to 
hints on this subject, for the charge in this country is not that realize the outcome of one of the most impracticable educationa 
women teachers 'swell the census, but that they have a failing for ventures of modern times. There never was a more .beneficent 
marrying shiftless husbands, who act on the theory that they grant, so far as its intentio~ is conc~rned, ;nade in tlie interests.of' 
[the husbands] can almost support themselves, and that it would the masses of the people than the so-called Agricultural College 
be a poor specimen of a school, ma'am that could not do-a little land grant. But we ',enture to add that in our humble ·ju;:!gment 
in that direction. no bequest was ever worse misdir<!cted, in view of the objects con-
But seriously, as the country grows more densely settled, this templated. While the disposition of this splendid patrimony was 
question will be an important one, and there is much to be said under discussion years ago, we raised our feeble voice in favor of 
in favor of !parried women as teachers. Young teachers .are too such employment of it as would indeed insure to the benefit-of 'tpe 
often uncharitable in their management of children. The more "industrial classes" in obtaining an education and fitti!lg 
undisciplined they are themselves, the severer they are in the them for the pursui~ and avocations of life. We insisted then as 
t~eatment of their pupils, whereas matrons have a feeling- of sym- we insist now, that the only plan upon which its true objects could 
.pathy with children ann a disposition to treat them kindly. Mar- be realized was to use it in connection w:ith our system of public 
riage, to a woman, is an experience equivalent to a trip around instruction, our normal and public schools, in which both::the 
the world to a man. It is in the order of natnre, and has in the masses of the people-and the teachers of the people are ec:iucated 
great majority of cases a good influence on her character. But and trained at the public expense. 
a state of hopeless maidenhood is one attended with much dan- We insisted that to deliver the grant over to the sectarian col -
ger to a woman's disposition. One with an original desire to leges, or to the grand university schemes that have been partially 
please the opposite sex, who falls into despair of doing so, is apt founded upon it, was simply to defeat its real objects by practically 
to be a hard customer to deal with. And yet it will not do to using it for the few ra,ther than for the many. We claimed then, 
generalize. Marriage spoils many a good teacher as well as does what the logic oftime and events is proving now, that only the 
crossing the Rubicon of hopeless maidenhood; and moreover few and not' the many ever get into the colleges and universities, 
as no one believes that he is doomed - to perdition or even can and that of those few almost none ever go back to the farm 
realize that he will some day die, so the Rubicon ot old maiden- , or the workshop, and hence they do Iittl,e or nothing for ih~ 
'hood is a line that few women consciously pass. We -had once a ' promotion of agriculture and the mechanic arts. We insisted then 
teacher that was very good while the wife of a railroad man, but and insist now, that in order to reach the masses with that kind of 
turned out quite worthless when she shipped him and married a knowledge which to them is of most worth, we must combine with 
cle.rgyman. But it witt not do from this to argue in favor of the it the arlo/teaching, so that the knowledge thus conveyed to the 
wives of railroad men as teachers and against tnose of clergy- few would by them in turn be 'carried into the common- schools 
men. Besides, there is no state of life more serene than that of and thus to the doors of every citizen. ' - , 
dignified, serene, self-poised, independent old maidenhood. The We should have had a system of training schools of various 
giddiness of youth is gone, and a calling can be pursued with 'a grades, in which the branches pro\>ided to be taught should have 
. devotion and thoroughness and singleness of purpose incompat- for~ed the basis a7zd the superstructure of the course of study, and 
ible with any other condition of life save that of a religious or- superadded to which, the science and art of teaching should have 
der. And to an unbiased observer the character of a zealous formed the crowning work. But these ideas were ignored. 1m-
public school teacher is inore admirable than that of any .relig- pecunious colleges and ambitious university schemes pulling the 
iense imder the sun: wires of the caucus and the legislative assembly, grasped the prize 
. -The Michigan Military Academy, at Orchard Lake, is one 
of the growing institutions of the Northwest. Its graduates are 
:qowadmitted to the University of Michigan without examina-
tion. It has received the approval and commendation of the 
most prominent military men in the United States, as well as 
the leading citizens of the state of Michigan. 
and have thus far succeeded only in proving that they know- just 
IIow not to do ill 
Grand courses have been Q;ganized, work-shops have been set 
up in some instances, and a tremendous paper show has been 
worked up, but no farmers or methanics are graduated and pre-
cious few of the industrial classes .ever even seek the high grade of -
instruction ost,ensibly provided. for them. The truth is, die grade 
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too high and the few who take these courses are among the las 
".to ga back to the drudgery of the farm or the toil of the workshop' 
they, seek mor-e congenial .aud more remunerative employments. 
They go to swell the ran ks of the already over-crowded professions, 
and the industrial classes are left to whistle for their share of 
the Agricultural grant. What we wanted was a gradual system 
of scientific teaching, beginning in the lower schools with the 
more simple elementary truths and advancing step by step to our 
high and normal schools with that kind of knowledge which is of 
.most worth. Our industrial classes need an education befitting 
'their condition and circumstances, beginning "with their school 
days, and continuing until they pass into active life. Those who 
~not get the higher forms of scientific truth, ought not there-
fore to be denied those of a more simple and elementary sort. 
We' hold that the two great overshadowing interests of our age 
li.nd country are education and agriculture and that the two should 
. be combined in and from the primary school to the summit of our 
a.".~'~"" system, whatever that may be. The w?rld is t~ be elevated by 
teaching. Agriculture and the mechamc arts, If elevated at all, 
iiie _to 'be ele.vated by and through teaching, and not by sending 
out here and there an educated 'farmer's son to enter the ranks 0 f the otlier professions. With nine-tenths or more of our population 
'belonging to the industrial classes, we never expect to see their 
illlerests promoted to any appreciable degree by the indirect and 
impra<;ticable method now so unfortunately saddled upon the 
\ 
country. 
With our systems of public instruction, our state superintend-
encies, and too frequently, our normal schools controlled by 
cle~gyme.n who know more of mf'direval theology than of modern 
~dJ1cation, and who have a greater love for the chicanery 01 the 
demagogue than for the interests of the people, there is a poor 
'prospect of bonging our school system in harmony with the true 
spil'it of the age or the real needs of the country. We hope the 
Inler 'Ocean wi11lc~ its voice be heard in favor of educators for 
the educational offices, to the end that our schools may ·not be 
,Perverted from their true de;ign of giving to t.he p!ople an educac 
tion in harmony with their wants and prospects. 
THE NEW WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED. 
'rHE first question to be answered is, In what respect . does this 
new edition differ from the preceding? Is it a revised and 
corrected edition? Or is it simply enlarged? The careful reader 
or student of English literature, the author or editor of to-day, 
the progressive school teacher, and every body who takes pride 
a eorrect and effective use of" the English language is interested 
in knowing just how far his Webster of last year is defective-
bow far it may be relied upon in speaking and writing. If 
"new edition" is a revision of the old, it is important to 
it, and just how far such revision extends. 
.far as we have been able to discover, there is no claim made 
the publishers to any revision or correction of previous edi-
; they ~nnounce simply a Supplement. The pages of. the 
dictionary remain substantially the same as before. This 
contains two main features : I. Over 4,600 new 
and meaniI'gs; and 2. A Biogr~phical Dictionary of over 
names of· noted persons{ ancient and modern, " including 
living. The new words are such as have first appear-
and newspapers since the plates of the previous edi-
eompletedJ about fifteen years ' ago, whether these 
or 'are confined to certain classes . of 
people, or to the technical and scientific schools. Many of 
them are of doubtful character, and will probably never receive 
such distinction again as to be published in a great English lexi-
con. The supplemental form favors their publication here as a 
tentative measure. With this they will die, and it will be so 
much the better for the language and the dictionary. American-
isms are becoming too prevalent, there is too free a license -in 
their manufacture and use, and it may be a just ground for cen-
sure of the publishers of our great American dictionary that 
they lend its pages to the perpetuation of these terms, instead 
of excluding them and thus helping to stamp them out of exis-
tence. There are certain rules and principles for the formation 
of new words, and it is a mark of literary progress among us that 
there are so many new and desirable words formed every year by 
Ame"rican scholars and writers, but there are also very many de-
formed and soulless words which quacks and hoodlums have 
thro\vn out, and which occasionally find adoption among the 
semi-educated. If tolerable in a supplement to an unabridged . 
English dictionary, they can never .be tolerated in the book itself. 
'Vhere they are they help to count, and that has become a con-
sideratio.n with dictionary makers. Certainly the publish~rs of 
Webster are now far ahead on that score. They have the biggest 
book in the world . It is said to contain, by careful reckoning, 
more matter than 75 12mo volumes, such as sell for $1.25. 
This new dictionary is, next to the Bible, the most desirable 
book in the English language. It isa library in itself as has 
often been said. It contains jiftem valuable volumes,' nearly 
everyone of them the best of its kind. 
I . Memoir of Noah Webster, by Chauncey A. Goodrich, LL. "D. 
II. Brief History of the English Language, by Prof. James Hadley. 
III. Principles ,?f Pronuncia~ion, with Webslerian Key, Diacritical 
Marks, and explanations; and a hst of over 1200 Words differently pronounc-
ed by eight dIfferent Lexicographers. . 
IV. Orthography. and Rules for Spelling Certain Classes of Words, aild 
a list of over 1500 Words spelled in two or more ways. 
V. A Vocabulary of over 118.600 Words and Mea~ings -a~ut 15 000 
not found in any other English Dictionary. " 
. .. VI. Explanatory and Pronouncing Vocabulary of the names of Noted Fic-
bhous Persons and.Places. Including, also, familiar Pseudonyms, Surnames 
bestowed upon e,?m~r.t men, and such analagous popular appellations as are 
often referred to 10 hterature and conversation. Tbis occupies over Fifty 
Quarto Pages, but will probably be subjected to revision and enlargement in 
the course of a few years. 
~II .. Pronouncing Vorabulary of over 4,000 Scripture Proper Names, to 
wh1ch 1S added over 1,200 from the Anglo·Catholic version. 
VUI. Pronouncing Vocabulary of over 1,500 Greek and Latin Proper 
Names. 
IX. Explanatory Index of over 400 Prefixes, Terminations and Fol1native 
Syllables !n Geographical Names, and these followed hy a list of over- 500 
Geograph1cal Names, with their derivations and significations. . 
X. Pronouncing Vocabularies of about Ten Thousand Modern Geographi-
cal Names. ' 
"XI. A Ne~ Biographical Di~tiona!"y of Over 9.7D? ~ames of Noteworthy 
Persons, .A~c1ent a';td M~dern, mcl!,dmg many now hv1Og, giving the Name, 
PronunC1atlon, Nat1onal1ty, ProfcsslOn, and Date of each. 
XII. Pronouncing Vocabulary of ab , ut 700 Common English Christian 
Names, with their Derivations, Signification, and Diminutives or Nicknames 
and tlt~ir equivalents in several other langnages. . ' 
XIII. Twel"e Large Quarto Pages of Quolalions,Words Phrases ProverbS 
and Collo.quial Exp!essiorls from the Greek, Latin, and M~.dern Languages' 
rendered mto ELghsh. ' 
XIV. Abbreviations a~d Contra~lion~ ,:,~ed in W~ting an'd Printing, fol : 
lowed by the ArbItrary SIgns used 10 \\ r1tlng and Printing. 
XV. A Classified Selc;,ction of Pictorial Illust",tions; occupying 72 large 
Quarto pages. . ' 
'. One feature of t?e Supplement.o.f new '~ords and meanings 
may perhaps, be said. to · be·a reVISion of the ' previous edition' 
that is the :mdition of new definitions to words previausly defin~ 
e?! as, for mstanc~,.the obsole,te meaning of "co~l'age")disp'q­
Sitton, temper, SPtrl~ j the rare "and poetical use of tne noun 
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"creep"-the act or process of creeping; and the New England 
provincialism, "creeper"-a term used to signify a three-legged 
frying-pan or spider. However, . the new meanings are by no 
· means all of such doubtful value; some are supplied as acknowl-
·e.dged omissions in previous editions, and some as new meanings 
which have arisen within a few years; as "cradle," a machine 
used in washing auriferous earth; "corner," (in wheat, for in-
stance); "cooperative," as a cooperative store, and many mean-
ings purely scientific. 
. The new dictionary, then, is a desideratum, but not a necessity 
to one who ha~ the old. To the young teacher it is a university, 
where he may obtain an education-it is simply indispensable to 
his intellectual growth and education. The first money spent 
for books should be invested in this magnificent volume. There 
is no other upon which so much critical study and such general 
.. assistance from American scholars has been bestowed; it is the 
great American publication; it belongs to' us all, and all should 
have it at command. 
A well-known author, who, in wri ting a treatiseon political econo-
my, taught that few improvements were made in agricultural imple-
:·ments because it was the design of the Creator that a large pro-
portion of the human. race should, for moral reasons, be tied to 
the land and compelled to subsist 'by tilling the soil by means of 
elbOw-grease and sweat, was a solemn old owl. What would 
l,\e say ~f tht: farming implements of t.hese later days? How 
would he get the . Creator out of the false position in which his 
philosophy has placed Him? But we still have short-sighted 
persons who plan the destinies of mankind and postulate the char-
acter of the' Creator after the blindness and littleness of their own 
· minds-people who object to a higher ~ducation because it ren ~ 
ders thl! possessors thereof dissatisfied with the condition of life 
for which the Almighty intended them; because it unfits them 
for industrial pursuits and gives them too high notions of the aims 
and possibilities of human life. As if people will not be poor 
enough and ignorant enough without any system making them 
s9· "The poor ye have always with you." If you advertise for 
an assayer of ore you may get five applications; but if you ad-
yertise for men to dig the ore you will get 5000. And yet we 
hear people complain that the schools are making deserters from 
tpe ranks of labor. It is education that opens fields for labor. 
It is. education that directs and governs labor. And the more 
labor is, concerned with the soil and with what is under the soil 
· ·t~~ ... ~ore is education required to make that labor easy and fruit: 
(ul. 
, In country districts the people at large l!S w~ll as the children 
are to be educated. The greatest obstacle in the way of enter-
prising young teachers is the unwillingness of the old folks to al-
Iowa good school to be kept. County superintendents can 'not 
raise the standard abo~e a certain degree because rather than pay 
the higher price demanded, the t(ustees will close the school. 
It IS not well to be too radical in int~oducing new im-
pro,vements . . A number of children with steady pulling 'wm 
swing .. around a .'!huge ammiral" that balls:from a Krupp would 
shatter .without swerving; and in breaking. raw prair.ies it is ,not 
well·to plo~.toD<leep at first. An additional inch in deptheach 'year 
for a :few yearS is fou~d to \?e more advisable. '. While on the sub-
ject ?f ag·ric:ulture ,it may be well to observe that people in the 
West are turning froin -the raising of hogs to ·that of sheep as . the 
mo~e profitable investment. A pound of palatable mutton does 
not cost any more for the feeding than a pound of greasy .PO~k; 
and the value of the wool is incomparably greater than that Gf 
the bristles. But in the rearing of their children they are not sQ _ 
progressive, but still persist in believing that economy consists m 
coarseness, and that ~chool directr.rs must needs be donkeys. 
Discontinuing the higher studies in the public schools will 
prove the foundation of caste, the most oppressive element in the 
social constitution of the Old World. Wealthy people will hav,e, 
their children bighly educated, but except at general expense 
the poor cannot do so. It is the high school and the h 'gh school ' 
alone that has preserved a democratic sentiment in the older a~d 
more opulent sections of this country. With that abolished OIie 
generation would be sufficient to array the people into two hos-
tile parties more antagonistic to each other than any that have· 
so far appeared in our history: Education and Wealth vs. Pov: ' 
erty and Ignorance. Webster prayed that he might not see the 
Union broken up into jarring fragments; but there is sca{cely' 
a board of education without a sneaking demagOgUe who,. had-
he his way, would not divide society into sets and produce a Brah-
min caste more odious and far less respectable than the aristocra., 
cyof .Europe. . l:-
It is noticeable that all our small-bore literary ladies use . t~eh: 
maiden· mi.mes in the signatures to their productions. From Har· 
riet Beecher Stowe, Rebecca Harding Davis, and Julia Ward 
Howe down to Caroline Crockery Crinkle, they all affect ~he 
. same style. When the maiden name or the whilom owner o,f .it 
amounts to something the thing is tolerable, but when the n~me 
of the writer or of the production does not amount to a handful Gf 
musty shucks the practice is ridiculous. It is peculiarly the mode 
of writers for children's magazines who in that ' capacity should 
at least by implication acknowledge the existence and rights .of 
fathers. The idea of course is to prevent the individuality oftne 
wife from being merged in that of the hu~band, and so the -lat-
ter's name is, as it were, attached. Why not put it in brackets, or 
drop it entirely as actresses do? Or, to go to the logical conch~­
ion, why not drop even the huspand a fa Sarah Bernhardt? 
As Artemas Ward said when all the war songs .referred only . tQ 
"mother," we qelieve in giving the old m~n a chance. 
While not encouraging a formal elaborate, oral COUl:se, the WEEI'-
LV would recommend the systematic wesen tation to children of the 
facts of general and interesting iniormation, so that they may nat 
leave school totally ignorant of 'worldl y affairs. It is a good item 
to give the names of the more prominent national, state, countl, 
village, and township offices, and some of the duties attaching 
thereunto. It is, however, not advisable to burden the memoIfies 
·of children with the names of the conte.mporary incumbents. 
We qitestion too the value of memorizing current everits as a 
school exercise. An English ·course is quite sufficient. ~he 
news of the day is more properly' discussed at the corner groc.ery. 
Who got a fair-idea of the Civil' War by ~eading the partisan 
ne\Vspapers? History whcm taken should be filtered. 
. THE Irish Univer.ity Bill now certain to become a law,. stated 
in a nutshell-, pr-ovides for the examination of .applicants .for.uni- ' 
versity degrees, but makes no provision for the preparing of ' 
Catholic youth for that self-same examination. . As Bill Allen ' of . 
happy memory ' would Say, "It is a d~ barren ideality. " 
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~iffic:ulties to be overcome should be approached indirectly. 
St. Paul 'as a witness to the folly of preaching. The 
j#,:~c:ipll~~(5f contrariety so strong in some children may be used 
8C,eolm}:llish good results. In a city where the attendance aver-
only 8S per cent, a rule was adopted suspending temporarily 
who absented themselves for any' cause other than sick-
six half days in four consecutive weeks, and in a few years 
.. ~~tt~lllc'laIlce rose to 9S per cent. Thus children were kept in 
by a feint to keep them out. In like manner' if a child 
,truant three or four times, if you request him to continue 
COilrse so that you may be relieved of his presence the 
are that he will not stay away another day in ~ year lest 
.... -rt";ng so might please you. 
====== 
REVIEWS. 
His/Dry Dfd/u Unittd Sial,s. A. S. Barnes & Co., Ne~ York, Chi-
and New Orleans. 
of the author of this work was· to produce a concise 
of the United States that should not be "dry." Acting 
theory that nothing is so successful as success, the author 
...... ·."'.rr:IPn out his plan regardless of personal reputation or ar-
finish, and produced a work that is bound to sell and sure 
read. The style is often turgid and Headttyish, and the 
of footnotes is out of all proportion to the text, yet there 
t>e no doubt that it is a very available book for schools. Every ' 
is so related as to have a central striking fc;ature that 
tmtch and rivet the attention and make recollection an auto-
operation; while the footnotes will be devoured with too 
interest. Indeed, the danger is that the matter will be re-
,.,,"~-"'--.'" too well and too long, for the style and diction 'are 
rjIllC1lllat:ea to suit, rather than to cultivate, the crude literary 
'of the pupil. The author is a flash, bread-and-butter 
'a Jack-at-all-trades and master of none; and yet in this 
has produced the best working school history of the 
,., ~,_. ___ Slates that has so far appeared. Yet, if our ambit jon 
to g~in favor with the lords of Olympus, or to be on visit-
. terms' on Parnassus, we should prefer, for credentials, one fair 
or on~ chapter 01 good prose, to all the volumes he has 
:iI\,~wii!![ed upon us. He is a good mechanic, but no artist. 
illustrations are :rll good, and many of them original and 
, The supply of maps is quite abundant, and the plan 
)J.,Q.uesl:10111n'g upon them with reference to the places mention-
text, an excellent one. In addition to the narrative 
anecdotal and biographical foot notes, the work contains 
ft"""'7r~,n<; of questions for class use, 200 questions entitled 
~tolic~Ll recreations, the Declaration, the Constitution, a table 
~.'.,"'J''''', and an index. Since receivi"ng the book for notice,by 
and auspicious, but not at all unnatural, coincidence, it 
Deen ,adopted, entirely on its merits, as a text-book in the 
of Chicago. . 
(If Natural HistDry. By Edwin T. Houston, A. M., Philadel-
Efdredge & Brother. 1879. pp. 320. Price '1.25. 
boolt is a suberb specimen of the book-maker's ' ~rt, with 
iISt:r.at:iollrparticularly true and telling. The several subjects 
I;t .• ~-.. ~ in logical sequence, with little deviation from the es-
order, save that magnetism is regarded as a subsidiary 
of electricity, the evidence of electricity in the currel'll 
if we may ,be • allowed to use an apparr"nt coritradic;tion 
Each chapter contains a. su<;cinct statement of the 
involved, a syllabus, and questions for review. The 
1IIt.l:ll·VJUICU 'intO four parts, viz.: Matter·and Force, Fluids, 
l;Ieat~ and Light and 'Electrici ty. 
In connection with the several subjects, apparatus of easy con-
trivance is described, while the 'construction of the principal 
pieces of a more extensive laboratory is explained and clearly 
represented. The subject is brought down to the most modern · 
inventions, including the telephone, microphone, and, phono-
graph; but there is no innovation in the accepted theories of the . 
origin, nature, and translation of force, or any other speCUlative 
theories. The style is clear and simple, without any approach to 
affectation or scientific cant. 
The work, like all text-books, is dogmatic rather than induc-
tive. In it, as in theology, we have to take much for granted. 
It is a surface-treatise, and many of . its dicta are true figuratively, 
rather than absolutely. Postulating the existence of an ether, 
referring all manifestations to vibrations and waves, making light 
a derivative of heat, etc., are good enough in an elementary 
work; but to the advanced student of physics, such terms as 
"latent heat" and the statement that the heat used to liquefy ice 
becomes latent, sound very much like the time-honored but ob-
solete "caton'c" and' "phlogiston." But then students must learn 
to creep before they can walk . 
Modd Stnes of Rtadtrs. By T. Russell Webb. Cbicago: Geo. Sberwood 
& Co. 
This is a four-book series. A peculiar feature is the use of 
colored cuts in the first three books. In the First, plain cuts of 
objects are used with the names opposite: Over the cut the ' 
question, "What is it?" appears, and the answer is printed to 
correspond. Then follows a page of names of the same objects 
in different order without cuts, for review. Lessons with the same 
objects colored follow with appropriate phrases, as; "a red box," 
"a black h"lt," etc. Next comes a series of lessons· in which an 
action is predicated of the object, followed by reviews of tire 
same sentences without· the cuts. There is no question that this 
is a means of learning, to read ih a 'very easy manner, the dnly 
danger being that the plan i!\ too helpful. In the m')re advanced' 
lessons of the book th~ matter, by means of .questions and an-
swers, -ingeniously framed, brings out the proper expression in-
voluntarily from the child, without the 'need of imitating the 
teacher. 
A good start having been made in the First, all that is required 
in the Second is appropriate matter and proper grading. These 
ends are admirably accomplished. 'The 'matter is in all cases in-
teresting and in most instructive. The illustrations are fine in 
most instances. True, the chromos are not always up to the 
highest style of .the art, but they are strong and expressive and 
suitable to t1iat stage of the child's taste Which craves something 
a little "loud." 
The matter in the Third consists of dialogues, descriptions, 
narratives, and poems, in very good proportions. The illustra-
tions present natural scenes, p1ants, and animals classified. The 
instruction in facts and morals and manners is incidental rather 
than formal or obtrusive, alid so it is both interesting and effiCa-
cious. The proper grading still prevails, and the cuts in this bC5ok, 
both plain and chromo, are fairly beyond unfavorable criticism. 
From the siz'e of die last book it might appear that thete is a 
ju'mp from the Third to the FoJrth; but such is 'not the case, as 
must be acknowledged upon -~ examitiation of the matter: Yet, 
though it dove-tails nicel~ into' the Third, it is a compilation of ' 
'extracts fioin' standard authors and ' is' dignified and elevateii ii) " 
ton'e. ,Only four pages,are given to the direc1ifJns for ,reading, 
and yet no essential guiding principle is o!,D.itted. On the w:liole, 
the Series is a credit to western t~lent, ta€!, and, businesS enter:pr.i~. 
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Propoltd L'l:islalion on I'lt Adulltralion of Food and Mdidnt, By Edward 
R. Squibb. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. For sale by Jansen Me· 
Clurg & Co., I ) 7 and 119 State Street Chicago. Price 25 cents. 
This is number 14 of the so-called 'economic monographs issued 
by G. P. Putnam's Sons. It treats in a ma, terly and exhaustive 
manner of a topic of vital importance to every human being. It 
is hoped that the arguments here adduced in favor of stringent 
legislation to insure to the:consumer unadulteraled food and medi-
cine will be brought to the attention of legislators throughout 
the country and that some definite action may thence result . 
l"irodu(Iory Frtn(h Ltssons. By Prof. E. S. Joynes, of Vanderbilt Uni; 
vers.ity. Publisbed by Henry Holt & Co., New York. Price '1.25. 
This elementary work, gotten up on the plan of Dr. Otto's 
Fr.ench series, seems to contain all that is necessary for acquiring 
-a practi'cal knowledge of the langu'!-ge of La Belle France, both 
for reading and conversation. The rules are so simplified as to 
be easily comprehended, and the reading exercises used to illus-
trate them are at once r 0 practical and interesting to the student, 
. as to leave nothing further to be desired on the part of a thorough 
elementary work. One great difficulty in learning French is 
almost entirely obviated by a happy arrangement and classifica-
tion of the irregular verbs. 
With such a semi-conversational and grammatical help in his 
hands, the diligent student . may, in a very short time, by the 
guidance of a native teacher, acquire all the elementary knowl-
edge that is requisite for a complete mastery of the French 
language. 
Ma(lnillan's Progrtssivt Frtn(h Course. Part II. for 2nd year. By Eugene 
Fasnacht, London. 
~n Elegant Pocket Manual, ple~ant to look at and thorough 
in t.he handling of the subject under consideration, viz.: the 
elucidation of all the parts naturally belonging to the French 
sentence. This is ' done so satisfactorily by both analysis 
and synthesis, that;a careful student could scarcely pass over the 
gtound marked out by this handsome little volume without 
knowing well all that is essen tial to the structure of the French 
·sentence. Especially would we call attention to the manner in 
which the Subjunctive mode is explained and made familiar by 
practical illustrations in reading lessons. Rarely have we met 
with a volume at once so compact, so pleasing to the ta~te of the 
student, and yet so instructive. I 
Reading- Boole of Eng-lish Classi" for Yot"'l' Peop/t. Selections from the 
standard literature of England and America. By C. W. Leffingwell, D. D. 
N. Y.: G. P. Putnam's SODS, $1.50. 
Dr. Leffingwell has shown a fine appreciation of Ihe impor-
tance of classical literatm:e in the hands of young pupils, and 
his effort to furnish in one volume a c;lean, choice collection of 
short articles from the best En.s!ish writers will be appreciated 
by all careful and discriminating' teachers. There is nothing in 
this book which is out of taste or inappropriate, though it may, 
perhaps, seem to some that the design of the book-"for young 
pupiis"-would exclude certain selections better suited to mature 
,minds. It must be remembered that "boys and girls studying 
'the common Englis~ branches can comprehend" a gooa deal 
more ·than people usually g.iv~ them credit for. It is probably 
impossible to fi~~ . two stu~ents ,of ~nglish classics who would 
agree in any ·.att~mpt t~ grade such.sej~c~ions t'! suit . the ~aFious 
capacities of pupils young arrd old. · 
The publishers have printed and bound the book in the best 
style of school text-books. The type is noticeably large and 
Clear-a very desirable thing in a school reading book, and its 
whole appearanee is attractive. The book will. be prized by 
every teacher who may be fortunate enough to possess it, and 
should rapidly find a place in the schools of the land . In it a 
teacher can find an infinite store of knowledge and material for 
unlimited instruction. 
TIu'ltaelltr. Hints on School Mana ement. By J . R. Blackiston, M. A. , 
one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. London and New York: 
Macmillan & Co. Chicago: Jans.n, McClurg & Co. $1.00. 1879. 
These hints have been penned as the conclusions reached after. 
an experience of twenty-five years in educat-ional work, and 
though written from an English stand-point and with reference 
to English schools, yet there are many general principles and 
suggestions contained in the book which can be found profitable 
for study by the American teacher. Part I. treats of general 
principles-Tone and Discipline and Class Management j 'Part 
II. of Infant Schools. This is followed by an Appendix con-
taining outlines of lessons by head mistr~sses of good infant 
schools. Part III. takes up girls' , boys' , and mixed schools, pre-
senting. hints on methods of teaching the common studies. This 
is also followed by an Appendix giving notes and practical les-
sons by experienced teachers. 
Firsl Prindples of Polili(1l1 E(onomy. By Joseph Alden, D. D., LL.D. 
Syracuse, N. Y.: Davis, Bardeen & Co. Price 75 cents. 
This is one of the popular "School Bulletin Publications. .. It 
is not a treatise on Political Economy, but is a simple and sensi-
ble presentation of the mostimporlant and essential principles of 
the science, so stated that school children -may understand them 
and take them with them into life. To many schools we would 
say drop your arithmetic or your grammar for a term or two and 
take up this excellent little book, and you will do more to fit 
your pupils for the responsibilities of citizens than by any amount 
of study of higher arithmetic or grammar. The author is prin~ 
cipal of the Albany State Normal School, and a well-known 
educator. 
'I he Oralor's Manual,. a Practical and Philosophical Treatise on Voca-
Culture, Emphasis, and Gesture, together with Selections for Declamation 
ane Reading. Designed as a Text·Book for Schools and Colleges, and 
for Public Speakers and Readers who are obliged to study without an in-
structor. By George L. Raymond, M. A .• Professor of Oratory in Wil-
liams College, Mass. Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co. $1. 50. 
Prosessor Raymond has done a great service for students of 
elocution in giving them the soul and substance of his private in-
struction. Study this book well and you secure the advantages 
of personal instruction and illustration. It is unusual that an 
author so clearly and fully sets forth the details of his art in a 
text-book. It is undoubtedly the most complete and thorough 
treatise on Oratory for the practical student ever published. 
Every principle is illustrated, and choice selections for practice 
are given at the close of the volume. If you cannot have Ray-
mond as an instructor, get his book, and if yon are a diligent . 
student you will find the Profe.sor demonstrating on every page 
the principles of his art almost as clearly and emphatically' ~ in 
the class-room. 
Prof. Hennequin'& New Work on the French Language. An.." Arbor Printing 
and Publisning Company. $1.25. 
The design of this little work is to "facilitate the acquirement 
of an extensive vo~abulary" by calling the attention of th~ 
learner at first to the relation existing between the French anq 
the Engii5h, and also. fo the .word Jormati'on in the' French ·lat].- . 
guage. The work shows' much industry. in the matter of compila-
tion, and yet bears the usual marks of hasty preparation incident 
to a first editioo. 
By following the plan marked out by the autJ.lor there is no 
doubt that the learner .will eventually acquire a reading knowl-
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of the language, but it -is afleast an open question whether 
is any. improvement upon' others already before the 
if the element of time is deserving of any consideration. 
vaudeville <:if M . . Clair"ille, entitkd " Les ptlites 11liseres 
vie kUlnaine'" :is somewhat 'amusing, but needs more care-
punctuation in various places. Notwithstanding the editor's 
that a "good dictionary" is an absolute necessity in con-
witp. this play, it appears to us that a 'vocabulary but , 
more extenSive "thau the o,ne provided woUld 3.Qswer an ex-
purpose ,and save the pupil needless expense. The occ~­
blemishes in the English will doubtless be removed in 
IU5CQ'LlCJIL editions. 
-------------------
New Elementary .Algebra. Philadelphia: - , J . B. Lippincott & Co. 
by Jansen, McClurg & Co., 117 and 119 State Street, Chicago. 
small, octavo, of 332 pp. contains the usual topics disscuss-
elementary algebras: We are pained to note that the ancient 
Iht;aseol()gy of "mllltiplied together" is' here perpetuated, to say 
of the illogical definitions of multiplication, multiple, 
measure, etc. The treatment ' of ratto is exceptionally 
'"C"'C'TOlrV, and the book is withal equally meritorious wlth oth-
of its grade, and if properly pusked will obtain a reasonable 
of consideration. 
HaIlS und Sc"ule selected and arranged by L . R. Klemm. New 
P. Putnam's Sons. For sale by Jansen, McClurg & Co., 117 and 
Street, Chicago. Price ~1 .2S ' 
is a beautifu!.little compilation containing numerous gelUS 
German literature, and in addition to itl> peculiar fitness for 
in German families in' cultivating purity of taste and thought, 
form an exeellent reader for German classes in American 
If merit has not ceased to be patronized we bespeak 
it a. liberal, sale. 
-------------------
English French €ompend o~ the Grammar of the French Language. 
Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, 1879. 50 cenu. 
pamphlet of 37 pp. will be found useful t~ the iearner, 
can be carried in the pocket, and hence be always at hand 
reference. ' It contains in a nutshell the grammar of 'the 
ia.nguage, etymology, verb-inflections,. irregular verbs, 
and all. T ere are numerous indications that. the irre-
compositor is still abroad in the land, of which the 
, instruction oFdaniare," 0E p. 28, is p<:,rhaps the funniest. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEl~ED. 
of th,e: Cook 'County, Normal and Training School for 1878'79. 
for 1879.80. Normalville, Ill. D. S. Wentworth, Principal. 
of the Michigan Military Academy, 1879,80. Orchard Lake, 
Michigan. CoL J. S. Rogers, Superintendent. 
Annual Catalog of the 'Illinois State NOnDal ltJnlversity, 
m., for the Academic year ending June 26,1879. EdwinC. Hewett, 
President .• 
Circular for tliii School 'year 1879.80, of the Howell, Public Scllool$, 
E. B. FairfieiCl, Jr., Superintendent of Schools. 
.Annual Rep~rt of the Kansas , €ity Puhlic Schools, Kansas City, 
J. ¥. Greenwood, Superintendent. 
of Col. H. M • .J)uffieI4, of Detroit" Governor Croswell, and 
Sherman, U. S. A'ITlly7 delivered before the Cadets of the Mic1iigan 
.Academy on their Annual Commencement Exercise.J, June 19,1879. 
Amlual Report of the Board of Edncation of District No: I, Denver, 
I, 1879. Aaron Gove, Superin.tendent. - _. 
of Kenyon. CoUege,:anc!;of the. Theoloei<:al SeminBI')' of, 
Ohio, {or the year 1978'79. G,ambier, Ohio. 
Seventh Annual Calendar of the Ohio Central Normal and Kindergarten 
Training School, 1878'79.80. Worthington, Franklin County, Ohio. John 
Qgden, A. M'., Principal. 
A!lso, Triennial Catalog of the same, 1815-187,8. Rev,. Wm. B. Bodine, 
D. D., President of Kenyon College and Dean of the Theological Seminary. 
Also, Kenyon College. An Article, with additions, repril!ted from Scrib-
ner's Monthly for March, 1878. ' 
The Higher Education. 'A plea for makini: it accessible to all. An ad. ' 
dress delivered at the Annual Commencement ~f the University of 1>lichigan, 
June 26, 1879, by James B. Angell, Ll!;. D., President of the University. 
Catalog of Pbiilips Academy, Andover, Mass. Ooe hundred and first 
year. June, 1879. Cecil F. P. Bancroft, Ph. D .• Princip&i. 
The Ear. Its Diseases and their Treatment, by, E. E. Shoemaker, M. D., 
Aural Surgeon, Reading, Pa.: 1879. ,Sent free to all applicants., ' • 
Emergencies and How to Meet them. €ompiled by Burt G. Wilder, M. 
D ., Professor of Physiology in Cornell University and the Medica! School of 
Maine. Illustrated. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1879. Chicago: 
Jansen, McClurg & Co. ' Price is cents. To be carried in the)x>cket. "" 
good thing," and authoritative. 
THg RECESS. 
A North Side boy recently defined brokerage as an allowance made {or 
liquot imported in bottles. 
Why is an Irishman lik~ his countryman, the potato'? Because he is most 
in his elem~nt when in hot water. ' 
A correspondent of the Sc"oo/mast", London, calls the WEEKLY an Amer-
ican eccentricity. Bette. be careful bold Brilisher; the eccentric part ot the 
WEEKLY was born in Limerick, and there is anothe. Fenian movement on foot. 
C. C. Rounds publishes plans and specifications for an ideal edacatlonal 
journal. If sucn a'Jou-rnal were in existence, Mr. Rounds wouJ(i DO more sub,. 
scribe for it than a doctor would be guilty of taking his own pills. 
Will some of our readers who are spelling reformers translate the following 
for us? It is the excuse Of a West Side mother for the absence of her boy: 
"Plese sir he was seak and he had the bele alt." 
A county superintendent in Wisconsin thlnks it fonny thai a candidate for 
a teacber's certificate wrote that tlie Mississippi is a ',ribu!arf of the Amazon. 
but a Chicago boy outdid tliat when he declared the Ohio to be a tribulation 
of the Mississippi, aDd 'he was '1lot a descendant of Mrs. Partington either. 
It is beautiful to have friends to condole with one when lie is in trouble and 
likely to get into worse troubie. It is then th'!ot they predict with sighi all 
manner of evil; 
"And thtis they speak of him in tropes, 
And by their fears express t1ieir hopes.", 
Some years ago Prof. White, of the Peoria Co. Normal, escorted his wife, 
visiting lady, lind the hired girl into his 'cabinet to exhibit to them a very 
fine manikin. While the professor was taking it apart aod explaining its 
uses the hired girl contiJiued ,to exclaim, "Wonderful I wonderful!" At length 
the visiting lady, noticing something peculiar in the girl;s manner, inqllired, 
"What is it you· think so wonderfnl, B!idget?" "That," replied Bt;idget in a 
whisper, "that it doesn't shlink." 
Save a thief from the gallows and he will Cllt your throat. 
Bad c'ompany is like a dOli:; it soils most whom it 'loves beat. ' 
Time !lnd temperance will wash out the stains of beer; b!J1 what will ,...h 
out the stains of bribery and blood? . 
How did Bean Swifl know that the fellOw was to be on the CbiCago board, 
of education when he -W(Ole the following: ' . 
l'Were I' in some forei~.re,jm 
Which all.vices ov_helm, 
And shollid a monkey wear. a crown, 
W'ould I tremble at his frown? 
eould I not, through all his ermine, 
Spy the slmtting. chattering vermin, . 
E'en though he stalked around with nch ain 
As are assumed by sons of batchers? ' 
I 'd gayly-make II. smart lampoon' 
lI\nd thua expwe lite ~ h&boon?" 
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LIVERPOOL -"RESULTS." 
JANE KEIlIl. AGED 23. FOUND DIlOWNED. 
Frozen and rigid in death she lies 
With her poor dead face alld her lightless eyes 
UpI~med in appeal to the pitying skies I 
Speak not unkilldly : in lilank despair . 
She wanders, God help lier, she knows not where, 
'rhe night winds .hrieK . 
. 'Tis keenly bleak-
• Less cold and darksome thall aeems her life 
Of hope bereft, 
No courage 'Ieft, 
'Tis an aimless stmggle, a useless strife I 
Glibly "Their Lordships" of "ltimulus" speak 
And th~ir pet experiments try,; 
What can be done by a woman weak 
Bilt bend to their will 
Or ,likelier still, 
Sooner or later, break-and die I 
Year by year the exacting "Code" 
L!LYs on the teacher a heavier load; 
Year by year an increasing strain, 
Tension of nerve and friction on brain; 
.. Higher results," a severer "test, II' 
Mllre "~tatistics" and less of rest; 
"Stimulus," "Stimulus," still the cry, 
"Returns" for ··Blue·hookl" multiply 
And the hapless teache~ ca:. only Ilgh'l 
Maximum work fllr minimum pay 
For Education's weal, 
And the jaded teacher must e'en obey-
A I()()J can bave no appeal. . 
If teachers were merely a set of machines, . 
The chi~dren but COltOIl or flax, 
"Resnlts" to attain, with such limited meana. 
Each "\learing" unduly wOllld tax I 
Woe to the nervoll<, ienaltive eirl, 
With "Registera,': "Schedules," her brain a.whlrl, 
"Frembling to thillk, though sbe does her best, 
Tllat her children, when put to Their Llrdships' test, 
May some of them fail, 
And dhcredit entail 
Upon her; she thinks, and it breaks her rest, 
That the bard·earned "Parchment"-what tOII, it cost 1-
May be branded, dhhonoured, or even lost I 
HappY the teacher whom kindly Fate 
, Calls from a lot like this, 
Giving a home, and a loving mate 
And cbildren_ crown of blisal 
Wonld yon have ollr sisters with nentes of steel. 
Or braun, nnwomanly, bold 1. . 
Or stoics: no thrill of emotion to feel, 
To sorrow or jOYOUIliess cold? 
Then blam'e her not-she was so.:ely tried 
Perchance, in her wild dark dream, 
'She thought that no mercy in "Code." could reside, 
And songht It in Money's stream. 
Silently, calmly, In death slie lies. 
May mercy be found m tl-e pitying skies I 
And. "b, my Lords-you are fathen, mell,-
I.et tbe-poer dead girl, and my feeble pen . 
Both plead with your Lordlhlps, nor 'plead In mn, 
That teachers be eased from the rackine strain 
That sbatteu the nerves Illd ben,umbs the brain, 
Or manr. a death will, I fear, be owed 
To the ill dr~1 of the cruel "(',ode." 
-&4001""l$lel' (London) 
======;:==:= 
-Messn Eldredge & Brother, edllcationai publi~ber. of Philadelphia, are 
pubUlhing ,. fCries of "Manual. (or Teachers," to comprise live Yplumes I I. 
T", CMilifldliDii of ,'', Sn,III.< ', 7'~, a.uliflal~ of ''', Nelll41"Y; 3. 0. 
t.t. lII' IIf WlWtIi; 4- 0. 'Disriplhu; S. 0. Class TeilellPtz. These Man-
U were originallY published In ~ng\and, having been prepared at the reo 
~aest of thiLiterature ~mmitteC of 'the National Edl1eational -Society, by 
IIICII diItiDpilhed at -their : several .niversities, and ' posaesaed of large ex-
perience &I teachers. They have been carefl111y revised and adapted to the 
W&DtI of American teachers, &lid will prove a valuable addition to the litera • 
• tare of the art Ind science of teaching. The lint three volumes of thia ae. 
·n .. haft already appeared, handsomely priuted and boud. Price of each, 
~~. z.ery teacher lboWel have them. • 
CHICAGO.-"BLANKS." 
, CHleAGO 'ScHOOLS. AGED 32. SWAMPED. 
I. 
Blauks, blanks, Chicago blanks I 
' The printing-preu rattling its levers and cranks, 
Merriry rolls out the school·ma'am's blanks '; 
While hook-j;&Se shelves in tiers and ranks 
Are moaning and groaning beneath the blanks. 
II . 
Blanks, blanks, the school-ma'am's blanks I 
Wi~ scrip discounted live per cent, 
Hllw abe should smile' with bland content; 
Yea, how her bosom shol1ld heave with thanks 
:That money's still left to print more blanks. 
III. 
Blanks, b1anks, Chicago blanks I 
With a place for her age on every page, 
The old maid's sorrow to assuage I 
Slie's banks for figures and blanks {or tropes, 
Blanks rot her high post marital hopes; 
Blanks for her, prospects of being mated, 
Blanks for. the time slie matriculated; ' 
Banks for "peel away," "hop scotch," solely, 
Blanks for "tag" and "qoley boley;" 
But she sigh., "Alas I with blanks the passion, 
What a pity that bustles are out of fashion I" 
And her evening prayer to heaven doth swell: 
"0 blauk the blankety blanks to ble11 I" 
IV. 
o proud ehlcago I tby school·room weal 
Was left to the whirl of Fortllne's wheel, 
And Fortune, in coquettish prank, 
Bestowed on thee for prize-a blank I 
And the lICcond fiddle, how doth he rank? 
A cipher inscribed on a Doty blank I 
V. 
Transcendent genius I canst !hou paste 
11by blanks o'er s.hara's arid waste l 
With l1um, or paste, or stilch, or tack, 
€anst line wilh thy blanks the Zodiac? 
Why fooli.h virgins, wherefore laugh ye? 
Your mighty chief ne'er giveth "taffy," 
~or truant goose. evasive ansn', 
But a prompt, "By Gemini I Cancer I" 
VI. 
Methought I hadJioared beyond the tomb; 
Mttbougbt I bad heard the crack of doom; 
Methought that time had passea away 
And I lived in, the light of eternal day. 
And, as I jl&zed' with calm content 
On the folding scroll of the firmamept, 
The angels' array both front and fbnk 
Were looking adown on I!o'Doty blank I 
A FEW 0PINIONS 011' THE WEEKl.Y. 
Ever\' nllmber con"lns something Interesting &lid _ful.-l'HII. B. "F. A .. 
tI"'IIIt, SAe60yratl Falls, Wis. 
A live, prOgressive paper. It Is not o~ly bold and spirited in advocacy of 
what It believes to be right, b'1t felileiS and severe in criticising what it reo 
gards as erroneous.~Se""'ol E"'"priu, P4. . 
Henry A. Ford, in'Number 120,of THE EDUCA'I'lONAL WEEKLY giVCl & 
very inllrDctive article on "The Strength of Short Words." This 'article 
alone is worth a year's subscription, and every teacher should prQCUre' ll copy 
for ltudy.-7'''e New EI'4. · . 
Iwlsh all our teachers. took the Wn-,.Ly.':'S"pt. E. e. Henry, CosUe-
I~, O. 
I am particularly pleased witli tile "make up" of your paper • . AlJwayi 
keen, Independent) 'and thoroughly practical. or the six or eiglit educationU 
joumala ~a~ find' their ,..ay to my table every montli 1I0t one is ~ ~th 
greatCl' aVIdity than the 'WEEltLY.-P,itI. ,'1. W. Gaskell, EalOllltDfIIM,;N.· 7-
-The Economy Co., 70 Metropolitan Block, Cbicago, offer engtavin£l 
and hooks at prices from one-quarter to one·half less than the regula. rates. 
See their advertisements. . 
-Teachen should examine GlIlIl & Hnth', New Books in Latin, Greek, 
EnglilhLiterature, Ellglish Grammar, Music, Geography, and Mathematica, 
before commencing new classes in' these studies, ' 
The Educational Weekly. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
-l;he Irish fight, but the Dutch h:Lte.--Jok .. C. Rick6.rg. 
-What matters poverty when one can say his soul is his own?--E. C. 
DiiallD. 
'. "-Never do to·morrow what you can put off for a year and a . day. -Ja",,, 
Wa,.d. 
_With my animal matter, a clear head, a fixed principle, and a brave heart, 
I ahonld be considerable of a man.--Duan. Doty. 
--Moore wr~te a poem on the descent of lhe Hibernians flom the Hebrews; 
'hence people call me the Irish Jew.--w. 7. Englis". 
-In the position of superintendent we might at times be angry with Mr. 
l'iclcard; but we could never laugh at him. 
-The promptness and efficiency of the school supply department is truly 
wonderful. All a principal has to do to get work done is to leaTe an order and 
Take a nest of eggs and set them 
And let them 'hatch and grow, 
. And before the job is finished 
They'll be old enough to crow. 
-As predicted by the WEEKLY, the nominees of the mayor to the Board of 
Edncation were confirmed by the Co:om~n C lund l. The Hon. J~hn Calhoun 
Richberg was confirmed mainly on the ground that but for him no Irish girl 
would ever. have been appointed to a place in the city schools. Vet it is said 
that he u;ed many a big, big D, coupled with a weU.developed G, w en anum · 
bel' of I~i;h girl. were !lu, bed for sml!l principliship, during bis a'lminina. 
~on .. and i~ is not d'lUbted that he opposed tbe election of a certain lady 
• principal whose name gave her away. However, it is his duty to provide 
'.places in the schools f"r all tht. Irish girls . His office is at the N. E . corner 
Or La' Salle and Randolph. No one need fear interrupting his business. No. 
American. need apply. 
• _When the writer commenced work upon the WEEKLY the following Ian· 
guage.was used: "It i. a curious coincidence that our school troubles com, 
JDenced when the .CMcago Teack.r became defunct and its first editor sold his 
birthright for a mess of pollage. It will also be curious ani intere, ting if this, 
.t\ie virtual revival of that j lurnal, should prove the lucifer of a new and bright-
er day to the teachers of Chicago." 
In less than four months after the publication of the above, fifty dol1ars per 
annum was ad :' ed to the salaries of all the assistant teachers. Now we do not 
· Fomise further increase immediately, but we do asseverate that if there is a 
'. Dumber of creatures on the face of the earth who need an organ more than the 
teachers of ~hicago will until July I, 1881, then we have heartfelt pity for 
thoae creatures. The teachers may take the WEEKLY or not, just as they 
please. It will stand by them under any circumstances. We do not promise 
to &lve them any great mental illumination; but we do promise th ,t if they 
take ~d read the WEEKLY their cause will be wel1 taken care of, and th~ir 
enemies kept in a state of delightful unrest. The WEEKLY now ha. its whip 
band free. It i. bound to live and sure t,o pr;)Sper. Its supp3rt comes from 
the Northwest at large, although its literary and educational "meat" will be 
hunted in Chicag<>. Teachers have but liltle idea of what an organ Cln do 
· for them, We can not right all wrong; at on: e, but this we do know for sure, 
that before long humbug, duplicity, injustice, nepotism, oppression, and intrigue 
wiJI be rooted' out of the schools of Chicago. School affair. bave been in a 
.rate·of entanglement in thi, city for five years. Nothing but an unlooked.for 
accid~nt will prevent the WEEK LY from winding out the skein in a clean and 
..usfactory manner. 
, ' _While a bill wa' 'being introduced into th, Briti' h House of Commons 
-.Hocating one~",illio!1 three )lundred thousand pound' ,a, !' principal s~m to 
IiiPply 'pe'IIsioRs to veteran teacheu 'of the nuional scho;)h of Irelan-i, a queer 
acene wa, 'enacting in the Chicago Board uf E1~ca'.ion. A pe 'ition w,,-' pre-
~ied to r~.instate .a teacher who ha t been drapped o~ 'the charge of having 
"~Hwelve.years. One honorable m: mber, as the 1i'mesput it; "knocked 
. and its object out of sight," and another had said that the lady 
been a good teacher- 40 or So years ago, when his voice was 
'A,I'01r.,,~ ~1I!the guffaws of'!he honorable member;. Funny! wasn't it? Ha, ha, 
6rst gentleman has come back on the Board professedly to have reo 
his scorners, and the qualificatio~ of the second gentleman for an 
tJli!IPectonhip is his qisbelief,in God. There may be no <;od, but some of the 
have mighty big brothers. So look O\1t, Mr. Stiles! 
' Su.perinte~'d~nt of Sch~ls, in the I"'.,..Oct~" o( Aug. 16, · Iasbed 
bimself into a beautif,i1 rage over a statement of a c<lrrespondent in the r,.i6-
ufle that, in the late examinations of High S:hool graduates for telchers' cer- I 
tificates, the first question was, "\Vbat influence have you?" So great was 
Mr. Doty's righteous wrath over the implication that it became necessary 
for the callow youth who plays city editor of the Int.y·Octan to send round a 
reporter, to give tbe poor man a chance to unburden him!elf. 
In the interview the Superintendent acknowledged tliat the candidates were 
required to give their "references." 
"Strange there should such difference be 
'Twixt tweedle dum: and tweedle dee." 
Now:wby should High Sch~ ,l graduate, give references 'unless to indicate . 
to tbe cOOlmittee the nature and extent of each one's "influence." Is It likeli 
that girls needing referel'ces would apply at the ordeal of a· teachers' examin-
ation? Graduating June 28, wby should they be required to bave sureties or 
sponsors July 3? How long will Mr. Doty persist in playing the silly game 
of ostricb concealment? There is not a teacher, not a cadet, scarcely a pupil' 
of the High School, that does not know that everything in the schools is p.ow 
done by fear or favor. Mr. Doty has no policy, no course of action. He has 
hobbies which he at times trots out, but witbdraws at tbe first sIgn of opp08i, 
lion. He waits till he sees which of two or more competing interests is the 
strongeSt and shapes his action accordingly, mewing with the cat that hat the 
longest tail. He does bot deceive even the members of the Board. THey ' 
all .see ~hrough h;m, with the possible exception of the ~allow youth who plays 
city editor of the Int.r Octan, and, doubtless, as the fall campaign thickens 
the Republicln m In l,er; will con;id!r the propriety of keeping a mem!>er or 
the dupe of a Democratic ,clique in the Boud o( E:lucation upon the staff of a 
straight Republican paper. . 
How long will this state of things continue? Until ODe daily pap~r admits 
the truth about tbe present management of the schools into its columns. At ' 
present the press is muzzled. The 1i'nus' attitude needs no explanation. The 
Journal was courted in an attempt . to put the brother of its chief editor 
into the schools, almost in spite of the object of the f.1vor. Tbe IIU.,.,Octa .. 
is perverted from its natural prfnciple by use of the callow youth above men, 
tioned. The Tri6un. building is on school fund property which is to be 're, 
valued during this year. And the WEEKLY is read in the city by rew excep~ 
the trembling dependant; of the honorable Board. But 
"Tbe patient dint and powder shock 
)Viii blast an empire like a rock," 
to say nothing of a school administration of mingled tyranny and imbecility. ,· 
It is dis"rag-s like the mlyor of Quebec that occlsion all the strif: and mis, 
chief in the world. 'Dastards are the timber out of whicb: despot> are manu-
factured. The actual superintendent is now on the Board. Then let not the Suo. 
perintendent make such a display of holy horror at the mention of the word i,,· ' 
jlUt>lct. It would take a smarter person than he to fool Chicago, and hi~ A 
att~mpts are singularly cbildish and transparent. It is too well known that 
nGlW nothing rules in the schools but influence, and much of that maligninflu-
ence. 
Not everyone that has learning can coin the bullion of 'his 
knowledge into currency for the use of intellectual exchange. -
Cowper contrasts knowledge and wisdom to the advantage. of the' 
latter; but in the present use of wisdom. the comparison is not apt. " 
Knowledge and knack would form a more appropriate comparison; 
for it is not everyone with the knowledge of booKs 'that · has the 
knack of teaching. ' 
======= 
We have received too late for an extended notice ({"om the 
publishing house of A. S: Barnes & Co ; a 'very unique and orig-
inal"appearing "ork entilled ':Easy Lessons in Popula.r Sciepce~ '" 
by the popular author Janies Monteith. -It' is" a work o~ oI?ly 
252 pp., and yet. where ~e .£ome ~o notice it we f~ar it will be' 
,easier to tell what it doe;S,not contain than ·what it does, • It is:a' 
multum in parvo ofknowtedge bearing on 'the subject of ge~grap}fy. 
Profiting by the example. of the WEEKLV., n~arly. &11 the rc:lig:. •. "-'-:. 
ious papers of Chicago took a vacatio.n, much to ipe edification 
o( thelI readers. . , 
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_ ,?IRCULAR FOR THE TEACHERS' I NS TITUTES. OF WISCONSIN. 
" 
DAILY PROGRAM . 
A. M.-9:00, Opening Exercises; 9:10, Reading; 10:05, Rest; 10 :10, Arith 
metic; 10:55, Recess; 11:05, Penmanship; 11:3°, History and Civil 
Government; I~:IO, Intermission. 
P. M:-I:45, Grammar.; 2:25, Orthography; 2:50, Rest; 2:55, Geography ; 
3:3°, Gen~ral Exercises; 3:4" Recess ; 3:55, Theory and Practice; 
4:30, Reports, etc.; 4:45, Dismission. 
OUTLINE O~· WORK. 
(For two week!li.) 
1. READING. · 
1. ORTHOEPY.-25 minutes. 
I. Wiihthe reading book, make an application of the work done in the two 
previous years'; referring to the dictionary for reason of vowel and 
consonant marking. . 
2. Represent to the eye.and the ear the elementary sounds for review, de · 
" scribing the position of teeth, tongu~, and lips in the enunciation of 
their sounds. 
U. EXPRESSION.-30 minut",. 
I. Read several selections in accordance with the directions of last year. 
2. Make an alpbabeticallist of the members of the imtitute who have taugbt; 
and que~tion tbem on tbe reading done by them during the past year : 
(I) What has been read. 
(2) Why this selection. {(a) In knowledge. 
(3) What has been gained, (b) In thought. 
(c) In utility. 
II. ARIT~Mimc. 
A. PROCESSES BY WHICH NUMBERS A.RZ· COMBINED-
I. Addition of d~cimal fractions atld.of duodecimals. 
I. Reduction of denominate fractions to 'decimals, and to duodec. 
imp.is; of duodecimals to decimals and denominate numbers, 
in cases in which the duodecimal table applies. 
2. Table of duodecimals, (a) of one dimension, (b) of two dimen. 
sions, (c) of three dimenSions: 
II. Multiplication ofs;mpl~numb~rs and of dmomjnat~ numbN's. 
I. Drill exercises for quickness and directness. 
2. Practical examples, with full analysis of process. 
3. Least common multiple. 
~. 'PROCESSES BY WHICH NUMBERS ARE 'SEPARATED-
Division qfi s;mp'~ numb~rs. 
I. Problem, to be· solved mentally. 
2. Full explanation of written process. 
II. Subtraction of common fractions and of mbud numb~rs. 
I. Relation of similar processes in the work of previous terms. 
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC-
I. Percentage table. 
2. Profit and 10 ;5. Formulle-rate of gain=~, and rate of 
c 
loss=~. 
s 
3. Compound interest. Formula, A=P (~)n 
100 
4. Partial payments . 
III. I'ENMANSHIP. 
I • . Tests of I:ood writing. 
(a) LegiBility. · (6) Symmetry. (c) Rapidity. 
2. Means ofattiLining a good hand-writing. 
o · • (a) Correct ideas o~ formi of I~ttel'l!' (b) Muscular training to exe. 
o . .cute. . .. 
3. Importanc'e of Correct position. 
4. Value of movement exercises. 
5.. False I,Dethods in teaching. 
. 6. Ptoper use of Analysis, Synthesis, Copying. 
7:. Formation o~ capitals. . 
~ (tI) From oval. (6) From "em. 
IV. UNITED STATES HISTORY AND CIVIL GOVERNMENT. 
I. Thirteenth amendment to the United States Constitution: 
(a) Provisions of. (b) Necessity for, after the Emancipation Proclama· 
tion. (c) Process of procuring. 
2. Struggle between President Johnson and Cong~ess : 
(a) Main incidents of: (b) Causes and principles involved. 
3. The National Debt : 
(a) amou;'t in .1866, and at the present time. (b)·Furm, the various 
bonds, etc. (c) Origin. (d) Debt previous to the War of Secession. 
4. National P~per Currency : 
(a) Character. (b) Origin. (c) Currency previous to the War ofSe· 
session. 
5. Fourteenth Amendment : 
(a) Analyze carefully, especially section I. (b ) Why enacted . 
6. Fifteenth Amendment: 
(a) Tenor and Effect. (b) .Why enacted. Civil Rights Bill, etc. 
7. The Geneva Award: 
(a) What. (b) How procured. (.) Treaty of Wa;hington. (d) Ala· 
bama Claims, origin thereof. 
8. Indian wars of the last ten years: 
(a) History of. (b) Causes-Indian p)licy of tbe United States. 
9. Hayes's Administration: 
(a) Events. (b) ."Policy"-wby such. (c) Electoral CommIssion. 
NOTE -It is advised that the order or study and instruction upon each of the given topics 
be, as tar as possible. backwards, from effect to calise. Let the treatment be thorough and 
lurKuJiv~. The consolidation of History and Civil Government into one outline, will pera 
haps be indicative of how the two may be combined In school work . 
V. GRAMMAR. 
I . Review classification of sentences, uses of capital lette,.", terminal marks, 0 
and rules for the use of the comma. 
2. Declension of common and proper nouns. 
3. Use. ofl, we, he, she, and they, as predicate riominati ve; and uses of 
whom. Illustrate each in sentences and in rules deduced. 
4. Pronouns-Interrogative and adjective . . 
5. Conjunctive adverbs. 
6. Prepositions, with their syntactical uses. 
7. Verbs-(I) Voice; (2) Moods-Indicative, Subjunctive, and InfinItive. 
8. Participles and Verbal Nouns. 
9. A simple system of sentential analysis. 
VI. ORTHOGRAPHY. 
I. Introduce Analysis of words, by prefix, root, and suffix. 
2 . For the first week, on each day, give ten Latin prefixes and their meanings; 
and require the teacher \0 give a word containing tbe given prefix, to 
state its part of speech, and to define by giving the meanings of its root . 
and prefix. Then place tbe word ih a sentence. . 
2. For the second week, on eacb day, give ten suffixes and their meanings, 
with requirements for the teacher, similar to those of the first week. 
VII. GEOGRAPHY. 
Unit~d States. 
In connection with maps and mapping, ·teach : 
I . Position. (I) Relative. (2) Exact. 
2 . Ar~a. (I) Comparative. (2) Exact. 
3. Surfac~. (I) .Mountain~systems . (2) Drainage. 
4. Climat~. (Causes. ! (2) : Effects . 
5. Inhabitants. 
(I) Distribution by· sections. 
(2) Leading occupations by sections. 
(3) Necessity for intercommuni'cation and transportation, 
(4) Means of communication and transportation. 
(5) Leading imports and exports. 
. 6. Comm~rcial Cmt~rs. Leading seaports. 
VIII. GENERAL EXERCISES. 
The conductor will give ·a series ot exercises upon topics selected from the 
following list, or sucb oth.ers as he may preier, with the view t~ illustrating ~ 
the utility and the proper method of general exercises i~ co~mon schools. 
Lislof Topics: 
I. The Metric System . 
2. Letter Writing. 
3. Manners of Good~Society. 
... Parliamentary Practice (in school.meetings,lyceums, etc.) 
'. 
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.. S. Effects of Drinking Impure Water, and Breathing Impure Air. 
6. Soils of Wisconsin (origin, adaptability, etc.) . 
1. cc:,unty, Town, and School District Government. 
S. "Rambles among Words;" 
IX. THEORY AND ·PRACTICE. 
Dev.ote this time to explaining fully the course of study for ungraded schools. 
. I. - ORGANIZATION OF THE S CHOOL. 
; 'I.' ClaSsification by lorms. 
~' . ~xamin':tion of pupils for this classification; iJl~strating by a set of ques· 
tions for this examination. ' 
3. Program for study and recitation. 
4- Let eac~ teacher bring· a real or ideal program for a school of forty 
. Bcnolais, containing three forms. 
:S. :Let the teacher be prepared to give reasons for the following : 
(a) The length of time for study and for recitation. 
(b) The time of day best suited for the recitation. 
(c) The number of classes. 
2. RECORDS. 
Y{.hat records are needed to enable the succeeding teacher, the school offi· 
cer, or the' patron, to determine the standing of each pupil attending the scbool, 
as regards health, attainments, habits of study, and moral growth. 
3. REl.ATIONS OF THE SCHOOL TO THE STATE. -
~ {(a) District. 
f h 1 (b) High. {Institute. 
Kinds 0 sc 00 s: (c) Normal : Normal school; 
(d) University. 
2. Provisiong: 
3 . . Duties of 
{
(a) Funds. 
(b) Teachers. 
(c) School officers. 
f(a) Pupi!. . 
J 
(b) Patron. {(I) County. 
(c) S~hoolofficer : (2) District. 
{
(I) Certificate. 
I (d) T h . (2) Application for 5chools. eac er . (3) Contract. l (4) Habits. . 
THE SPELLING QUEST!ON. 
TD the Edito,.s of the Wuk(v: 
Pl1nch tells of a little boy and his grandpa climbing a hill. "By George, 
Tommy," says the genial old gent, "I must stop and blow a bit." "All right, 
Grandpa, I'll put a stone under your hee!." Tommy, no doubt, was half in 
CUD, B.!1d half in good.natured earnest. Perhaps Mr. Kirk is so, (p. 3SS) but 
he sums to' th,.ow some stones. I have , just been studying "Visible Speech" 
which Mr. Kirk 'files with Smith, Jones, etc., and Sneezemynoseoff. I think 
- ,he would respect a really extraordinary and valuable work if he knew its 
merits. It teacheS 'a simple notation really capable of expressing any sound 
of h;man speech and even the manner-the brogue-the accent, so that' the 
initiated reader ' can reproduce any entirely foreign speech without having ever 
&e;"d it. Its success in institutions for the deal and dumb is one evidence of 
its science, as the forecasting of eclipses is of astronomical verity. . 
. Mr. K . did not 'like the strange lQok of some phonetic spelling in No. 116. 
To sliow that this is a question of familiarity 'only, I will quote some un· 
phonetic orthography from a number of "St. Nicholas." . 
"I saw the son had set and the knight waS coming fast, and it began to 
reign. My weigh lay threw a loan would of furs and beac.!>es. The clouds 
rose od hie; the thunder peeled allowed till my.hole sole was feint. Eye 
tlue on my coarse, though my feet could ilardly bare my wait, till my tow was 
caught buy a decade limn, and eye . was throne down on a roc, which was a 
caw:. of grate ·pane. Eye had know sense left. Eye herd somethi~g inn my 
&eiu:llike the wringing of a 'Dell, or like the thrill.of the heir after a belle is 
told. It took some thyme to ,clime back too the rode, blltt then . the rein was 
do iuul'the stars shone {ourth .. · Eye guest my.weigh to hour gait. My ant 
~ to meat me'. 'She lead me inn, 't~ok off 'my wet mpS, gave me bot teas~, 
and 'a supper of fried souis, with knew wry bred, sew suite that it kneaded no' 
. preys. I soon retired to mv palate, glad to lye down inn piece and wrest." 
W~ don't put such spelling as this before our learners nor any plion~tic 
p'lmeWlllll either until legally authorized, for they spell by hand from visual 
!U1d the eye, in or!1er to correct and guide the band,. should have no 
wrong images printed in its memory. I state this as a matter of thought for 
teachers. 
In our town the school.building is being supplied with new ste~m.heating 
apparatus, and the rooms made thoroughly h"ndsome, healthful, and comfort. 
able. A citizen, who is given to look on the wrong side of things, on meeting 
one of the directors lately, declared that this was all wanton folly, that he him~ 
self never learned so much as he did in a log school·house w here the snow 
blew in through the chinks.-thaf spelling reform is not the . only good 
thing assailed by the short-sighted or the petulant. Indeed, the higher any _ 
effort, and the more earnest the promoters of it, the more is detraction ' 
usually excited. . . 
Naturally there are grave difficulties in the way of a reform which aims to 
change'the-ingrained habits of millions. It can only be done . by steady and 
long.continued urgency. It is 'being done. Every oDe of these various alpha-
bets, every discussion on sounds and letters, every article like ·Mr. Kirk's 
helps to keep the question before the public, to prove its immense importance, 
and to set teacher> to explaining the principles of phonetic science, and to pre· 
paring a generation who in their day will fi!,d it practicable to give the final 
coup de grace to the vast accumulation of blunders which inflict the incubus of 
spelling in our schools, Mr. K. asks for more time and talent in order to get -
spelling taught. This reform, which nearly all English and Amer\can philos· 
ophers and litemti now support, will practically abolish spelling itself and sa~" 
aI/the enormous waste of time it occa..ions. The obstacles cited in Mr.' Ie's 
paper (such as the ne~d of some new s~ript letters etc.) are as nothing befor~ 
the momentum of this vast reform. It was thought at one time by deep.thmk. 
ing men that cows would prove an obstade to the running of locomotives: . 
KINDERGARTEN. EXffiBITION. 
.On Fr~day evening, June 27, a very pleasant entertainment was given by 
the Kindergarten department of the Forty·fifth street public school in this 
~~ , 
Prof. Dodge is principal of this school, and Mrs. N. E. Mann has charge of, 
the Kindergarten department. 
This is the first attempt in Chicago to, inaugumte the kindergarten, in con· 
nection with a public school, though it is hoped that as in St. Louis, ~his may 
ret be carried out here, g-enerally and successfully. 
There is scarcely a. doubt that when school boards and teachers shall be· 
come well acquainted with the philosophy and practical workings of, the 
Frcebel Kindergarten system, tbere will be a .general desire to connect it with 
the public school. However, we have already se"eml privat,e kind"!,gartena, 
perhaps twenty in all, one on the "charity" principle. with forty. pupils, with 
the prospect of others to foJlow . 
On Friday evening the little ones made a very creditable . appeararice, go· 
ing through, not with only one ofthe "gift" plays, hut with movement plays, 
songs, and recitations, together with the main feature of the evening, the 
operetta of Little Red R:lding Hood. ' 
The first exercise on the stage was the Double March, followed by the mill 
wheels; ~indergarten play by the school; Song, Weaver John; Birdies' 
Ball; Play of the Housekeepers; Recitations, etc. Then came the operetta, 
which is very beautiful with the· costumes of the queen and the good fairies, 
T1!e queen and the wolf performed their parts finely. We learn that Prof. 
McCafferty assisted in completing the arrangements. . 
All present were ple!'5ed and n~t a little surprised that the little folks sh~uld 
be able to furnish such an entertainment. . , A. ~. 
-A genuine and important di.covery of prac~ical benefit to teachers arid : 
students of the art of singing has been, made !iy Mr. John Howar4, 39 Nnion 
Square, New York' City. His strikingly original metliod is endorsed by the 
strongest testimony. And not only is the tlUlhod endorsed, but also the faC~ 
that it· can be taught by lette,. is guaranteed by many prominent artists ~d in:, 
fluential citizens in all parts of the country, many of them known to our' 
readers, Send for the circulars mentioned in his advertisement. 
-The adve~ement of"Kenyon College will attract the attention of ~l ' 
our readers. Old Kenyon is one of those institutions in which all' Western' 
people t..Ite a reasomible prid~. 'Her graduates are to be C';und 'a,mong oui: ' 
most distinguished men in church ·and state. Henry Winter Davis, S~ey 
Mathews, and President Hayes all )'ec:eived college honors at Kenyon. €att!· 
logs and descriptive circulars may be obtained by addressing ~e President,:' 
Rev. Wm. B. B()dine, D. D., Gamliier, Ohio .. , • 
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CHICAGO, AUGUST 21,1879. 
THE STATES. 
MINNESOTA.-So for this year ten high schools have been examined, 
against twenty.nine last year, but more than the balance will undergo the 
,- ordeal during the coming fall. Only four of those high scbools examined 
in 1878 have been examined in 1879, so that tbey alone arc the only present 
meagre means of comparison. They are as follows, witb their general aver. 
ages for 1878 and 1879 : 
Rochetiter, . 
RedW ng, . 
, Lake City,. 
Eyota, ... 
1878. 
· 74.82 
. 61.26 
. 73. 19 
.. 69.70 
1879'-
63.20 
69.72 
77.23 
66·33 
The others of 1879 are, with .!lieir general averages: Spring Valley, 59.88; 
~uk Center, 63.86; Glencoe, 66.70; Cbatfield, 59.10; Zumbrota, 60.62; and 
Lanesboro, he'lding the list witb 81 .28. The three leaders in 1878 and their 
general averages were: Litchfield, 88.76; Willmar,86.70; and Mantorville, 
31·35· In considering these figures an important factor must be bad in remem. 
brance. In 1878, all the scholars in the high schools were examined. irre. 
speclive of lhe length~ of time of their attendance therein, whereas, in 1879, 
only those were examlDed who had entered the higb schools from the com. 
mon schools. This accounts' for the, at first sight, apparent falling off in gen. 
eral average.-Pionee,.. Press. 
State Superintendent Burt has issued a circular convening a state teachers' 
institute at Benson, Swilt county, to commence on the 15th prox., which will 
be the first of its class in that county. The State Superintendent will lecture 
and at least two of the more noted teachers of -the state will be in attendanc: 
while the county supenntendent has intimated tbat all the Swift county teach: 
en have consented to be present, and undoubtedly others from adjoininj! ' 
coontie. will a1ao be there. 
Repairs and improvements in the Normal School building at Winona han 
pIac~ the building in fine condition forthe opening of the fall term. 
MiCHIGAN.-Hereafter modem languages, other than English, will be 
taught In the Marshall schools, and an extra fee charged therefor. 
It Is aaid tbat Prof .. Sbelton, of the Kansas Agricultural . College, will be 
asked to take the chair of agriculture at the Micbigan Agricultural College, 
made vacant by the resignation of Prof. Ingersoll. 
Mr. Maynard, of Milan, Monroe county, left a perpetual fund of 'I 000 
the interest on which sum is to be given to the school district for the pur~h~ 
of book •. 
Prof. H. W. Fair.bank, teacher of music in the Flint public schools, has 
, been compelled by III health to relort to traveling and a change of climate. 
H. M. Enos l10es from the principalshlp at Ovid to that at Cadillac. 
~e teachers' institute held at Lanling July g'll is pronounced by the lead. 
iDe school men of the state to have been the most profitable, from the new 
thllIs of thought started; advanced ideu bronght ont, and sugcestlons made, 
of any similar meeting held In ' Michigan for yean~ It will bear valuable 
/ fmlt. for yean. to come. . 
• Lawrence C. Hull, last year principal of tbe Battle Creek high school, h .. 
~cepted a position at the Orchard Lake Military Academy, where he will 
teach Latin and Greek. 
Mri. Sulie F. Andrus has been engaged u prlncipai of the Port Huron 
hlah i chool for next year, at a monthly salary of ~. 
W. Carey Hill, a well·known principal of Mlchlean, II superintendent of 
the Battle ,Creek achooli. ' 
A. J. Daniels has ~ re~lected snperintendent of the Grand Rapids 
schools for the ensuing year by an almost unanimous vote of the board of ed. 
ucation. 
W. J. Cocker has been elected superintendent of Adrian schools in place of 
W. H . Payne, who' has recently been appointed professor of pedagoJD' iD 
Michigan University. 
Another of Michigan's most efficient teachers has been called to a positioD 
in Wellesley College, Mass., Miss Angie C. Chapin, of Flint, having received 
an appointment as teacher of Greek in that institution. 
Geo. W . Knight, University '78, is princip~l of the Lansing high school:at 
'800. 
At a meeting of the University Regents, July 24, a new chair was esta~~ 
Iished in the la'Y department, to be known as the Tappan profes;orship, and 
the Hon. Alpheus Felch, of Ann Arbor, was appointed to the position, at a 
salary of 'I ,Soo. 
The East Saginaw school board has forbidden any more gifts and testimo-
nials for the city school teache'rs, or the collection of moneys in the schools 
for a like purpo.e. 
The Leoni educational institute is now owned and controlled by J . J. Sad." 
ler, wh~ will open it August 26 as a normal school for the educati~n of 
teachefs. 
The salary of Miss Florence E. Cushman, as principal of the Nlies high 
school, was increased '75, making it '550. Prof. B. R. G~s remains as suo 
perintendent at '1;000. Miss Cu.hman was offered a similar position at Mar-
shall and several other places. 
~e Kalamazoo school meeting voted ,16,875 for salary of superintendent 
and teachers, besides '1,000 fora teacher of vocal music . 
C. L. Bemis, late principal of the Lyons school, has been engaged by the 
Portland school board; salary, 1800. 
Thomas H. Clayton, a Grand Rapids teacher, bas been appointed principal 
of the union school at Howard City. 
Miss May Smith, ~ teacher at Imlay, was acquitted by a jury on a criminal 
charge 01 assault and battery for knocking down an impudent boy who made 
insulting remarks to her in school. 
In Detroit no change was made in salaries, Supt. Sill being reelected for 
three years at '3.300. . 
Robert Grant Will remain another year as principal of the Saranac school. 
Miss Fanny C. Gray, of Grosse . Isle, has been chosen preceptress of the 
Ypsilanti higb school for the ensuing ~chool year. 
J. A. Corbin, of West Bay City, will take charge of the Alpena schools next 
year, an F. W. Lankenaw, of Bay City, will assume the principalship In 
West Bay City. ' 
I. L. Stone, late superintendent of tbe Battle Creek scbools, has purchased 
an interest in a scbool·fumlture manufactory in that city. 
A. E. Curtis, formerly principal of the Sacinaw City high school, bas been 
elected principal of the Adrian high school. 
C. T . Lane,[late of the Ypsilanti high scbool, goes to Fort Wayne, Ind., as 
princIpal of the bigh school for the next year. 
J . E. Fair, late teacher of sciences in the Ypsilanti schools, has been en_ 
gaged as principal of the Harrisville schools for the ensuing year. 
. W. A. Greeson, principal of the Flint higb school, received the degrees of 
B. A., and M. A., at the last commencement of the University. 
C. E . Lowrey Is to teaclrat Calumet. 
Mhs J. Rose Colby, of Ann'Arbor, a graduate of tbe classical course in the 
University, is to teach LatiD and Greek in the Fbnt high school. We can 
guarantee they will be well tanght. 
I. N. Mitchell remains at Hastings as superintendent of the schools next 
year. 
D. E. Huklns goa to Hanover. 
W. C. Latta goes to Pierson. 
. Nuu&JtA-Two regents of the State University are to be elected next faU, 
and LiIw,,", NDies 5a~: "l<et the religiou. qUestiOD (which is, virtually, llu 
queotloa,) be determined one ;way or the other.". . . 
The marriage of Prof. Emerson, of the State Uniyersity, and Miss Florence 
Brooks, daugbter of EditM Brooks of the o.n..ba R,/liblie",., took place ia 
<?1II&ha on the 24th of June • . 
• DAltOI'A 'fnIlITOllv.-T!te boar4 of education ~fthe city of Yankton 'was 
or&8bized fonr YM ago. Wm. M BristoU. A. M., a graduate of'Yale, 11'&1 
elected secretary, and priDcipal of the high school, with Mrs. Wm. M. Bru· 
toll, of lUpson College, U lIIIiltant. The SUCCe&5 of the schools has been. in 
_ The Educational Weekly. 31,'. 
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t1i'ehighest degree satisfactory. The financial management has been wise and 
"Udicious, and the bonds bave commanded a premium. Last year the school 
gnuluat~ two students, the year before three, this year six, and the prospect 
is favorab~e for larger classes in the future. The graduating exercises this 
y~ were very largely attended, and showed the pride taken in the school by 
the teachers, the ooa rd of education, and the patrous. 
WISCONSIN.-There were fourteen gradu .. tes from the Racine high school. 
Beloit College has received a donation of $1,000 from the Hon. Robbins 
Battell, of Norfolk, Conn., and $1,000 from his sister Miss Anna Battell, well· 
known donors to Yale College and other benevolent objects. 
- Prof. A. R . Sprague goes from Evansville to Black River FaUs at a s.."\lary -
of $1,200. 
- L.ucius H<ritage, a graduate of Milton CoUege, and recently home from two 
_ years' study in Europe, has been elected a Latin tutor in the University. The 
writer hereof knows_ him of old and there is not a better scholar in the state. 
He was not only royal in the Latin and Greek in College, but was the best 
adent in General Geometry and Calculus we ever heard make a recitation. 
lIe will honor his employer. 
Mr. Estee, a graduate of the _ Illinois Normal University, after a successful 
Y,eal" as principal of the Edgerton school, goes to Harvard, III., at an ad-
vanced salary. 
Principal L. D. Harvey, of Sheboygan, d!livered the annual address be-
fore the alnmni of Milton College ,his year; subj!ct, "Communism." Prin-
cipal J. M. Boyle, of Reedsbur;t, gave the P.>em, entitled "Life's True 
J!«wu..... Prof. H. D. Maxson, of the College Faculty, we understand, goes 
to Markham's Academy next year as assistant. It-is , the same place that was 
filled _so acceptably by Prof. Heritage before be went to Germany some two 
-years ago. Prof. Markham knows a good man on sight. 
Uisi Minnie Holdredge. of Jauesville, recently from the Boston School of 
Oratory, has been appointed Instructorin Elocution in -Lawr<nce University. 
This is-a wortby appointment. There is stuff in a girl who deliberately plans 
a Career and faces years of hard work unftmchingly for sake of it. There 
never will come a time when it will not be true, th-at, 
"The best way to know is to do." 
MilS Rose Swartz, for many years teacher in the O.;hkosh Normal, has been 
ttansferred to the River Falls Normal. If the former schoo.! does not miss 
her mightily we are no prophet; and if she doesn't prove a mighty reinforce-
ment to the latter, _we don't know what it takes to add strength to a faculty. 
No words can over-praise her. Prest. Parker must have been playing it 
-, rather fine on Prest. Albee somehow; hut even when Greek meets Greek, 
-the tng of war is nothing to the pull of a man like Parker when he reaches 
for any bright particular atar for his pedagogical galaxy. 
Principal A. J. -Hutton, of Eau Claire, an old graduate of Platteville Normal 
School, and former tutor, has been elected Institute Conductor for the south-
;'.estern district, viu Prof. D. McGregor, elected sometime since to the Presi-
dency of the school. Hutton is entirely up to the place and is a worthy suc-
cessor of the "mighty McGregor." 
IOWA.-Here's at 'em again. 
DeWitt pays her supenntendent $1,000, and baa increased the wages of-
teachers. 
Wilton has raised the salary of her first primary teacher to $35 a month. 
~ Prof. Cohn and his assistants did excellent work a t Grinnell. 
, Mr. J. lJ. Orcutt and Miss E. M. Spencer will teach at Delmar the coming 
year. - -
Two memhers of the faculty of Iowa College are in Europe. Miss Ellis, 
the lady principal, and Prof. Barnes, the Anglo-Saxon professor. Both-will -
resnme work this fall. 
Supt. C. E. Smith will continue at the head of the Lyons ~hooIa. He is a 
'load man for the place. . 
Bradford Academy is to be re·opened with Mr. Frank S. Amick, of Chica-
.: 10, as prinCipal- in charge. . . . 
Normal Institutes arc very_ popular Just now. A county Without at least one 
eood one isn't much of a county. Mahaska and Jasper lead in point of en-
roUment -ibis year. Supt. Homer H. Seerley conducts the Institute in the 
f_<:r and Prof. ' E. Baker in the btter county' - . . 
State Superintendent von Crelln i. lecturing on "Country Schools." . He 
will address about fifty institutes during the s~mmer. 
-Dr. C. A. White, formerly' State Geologist, expects to be appointed P~ 
ciatD10gist of the National Museum. 
The €linton, Co~ty Normal ,Institute was, says the ' Hn-iUd, "worthy -of 
our county and an intelligent people." Supt. Wilcox has a happy faculty of 
getting up first-class institutes. 
Washington wants some one to take Charge of her academy. Prof. S. E • .• 
McKee, a teacher of ahility, has resigned the princip11ship of the institution. 
Dr. Tohn Armstrong, President of Parsol1ll College, located at Fair6eld, 
died last week. Dr. A. was an earnest Christian worker and his active labor 
in behalf of Parsons College will he greatly missed. 
The Southern Iowa Normal School and Commercial Institute, located at 
Bloomfield under the charge of Prin. O. A. Shotts, begins the fall term Aug. 
26. 
Prof. Hull, u ce a prominent candidate for the University professorship of' 
Modern Languages, will open a private academy in Iowa city nex,t month. 
Bro. Shoup has published a Normal Register for schools-"the best in.use" , 
-showing 011 each page the- attendance, punctuality, deportment and schol-
arship of each pupil enrolled during the month. This Register, the author _ ..• < 
says, is the outgrowth of years of practical experience in the school-room. 
We hope the School Board of Dubuque will adopt it. Then the outside 
world may learn something reliable concerning the Duhuque schools. Then 
tliose blanks in the Iowa school reports, which Bro: S. publi,hes two or three 
months behind time, mav be filled out. We are gbd to know that the Nor-
mal Register contains "full and explicit c;\irections for its use." 
Henry C. Cox, A. M., for five years past principal of the p'ublic school at" 
Farmington, 111., take.. charge of the Normal department of the Normal and 
'Scientific School recently established at Dexter Ia. R. Ellswonh 0,11, A. M .. 
takes charge of the Scienti6c department. Prof. Cox has taught since 1363," 
and holds a State Certificate of Illinois. . 
Prof. J. M. Mansfield, of Mt. Pleasant, has been elected Professor of Nat. ' 
ural Science in Asbury University, Greencastle, Indiana. 
INDIANA.-Out of nearly 400 appli.:D.nts for positions in the South Bend 
public schools, thirty were chosen. 
Geo. P. Brown, of Toledo, Ohio, formerly of Indianapolis, has been elected 
President of the Indiana State Normal School at Terre Haute. 
The trustees of the State University have elected John G. Newkirk~ ·of.\ 
Ulster County, N. Y., to the Professorshipi>f History. He is a young man, , 
about 30, a classmate of Professor D. P. Jordan, at Cornell University, and.a· 
ripe scholar. He graduated from the law school at Albany. 
The trustees of Asbury Univeroity have elected Prof. J. M. Man~field, Of 
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, to the chair of N atural ~cience, to succeed Professot: 
Tingley. The chair of Greek was declared vacant on the day preceding the 
next regular meeting in June, 1880. Prof: J. C. Ridpath. was elected 'Wce ' 
President of the Universliy• 
ILLINOIS.-The Madison County Normal Drill held under direction of 
Prof. Jas. S. Stevenson, of the Clay School, St. Louis, assisted hy Wm. E. 
Lehr, of the Maline, Ill., schools, enjoyed a pr06tabl.e session of four weeks, 
the attendance being quite fair. A memorial addressed to County Supt. B.-
F . Sippy endorsing the means adopted by him to sec\lre competent teachers; 
and requesting a continuance of the same, has been circulated, and contains~ 
tbe signatures of ~1I the teachers of some years' standing, present. At the 
meeting of the Teachers' Association the following motion was carried: "That 
the Exe~utive Committee be instructed to pr~pare a comparative county. ex-
amination for both district and graded schoob, using their own aiscretion 
about the arrangement of the same." R~lutions 'were adopted recomm~nd­
ing that the study of music receive more attention - in all the schools of the 
county, and denouncing the practice of tea.chers underbidding each othF, . 
therehy loweling the standard of the profession. Just before the close ot the ' 
examination ltlr. Lehr was called to one side anJ!. handed a folded papersigi-
ed hy ~be county superintendent and every teacher _ present, speaking in' -the. 
highest terms of the esteem in which he was held for . hi3 valuable' .er.vi~: ; 
and friendiy intercourse, and requeSting him to accept -the lame as a parti!lg 
token in rememberance of the close of the Normal Institute of the year' 1879; . 
In Joliet, E. T. Lockard remai~s princiPal of East Side grammar and high .-
school; Susie G. Kenyon is principli of the intermediate department, ~nd 
Mary Howliston principal of the primary. Q the W~t S\de W ; S. S. Mills' 
remains principal of the gram~ar and high sch 1'Clla )ones of the inter-
medilte; and Mary :Wocdruff of t\;te primary. :m ,lie Thir~ 'Y1fd Mary 
lIasey is principal; in the Fifth Margaret Kelley; ' in -the Seventh, O. S. 
Simonds, former county supenntend~nt, and an old m~t of Joliet; In -
Rolling Mill district, Mary A. Dowlling. 
The Will C!>unty teache"!" instit'!t~ was held in Joliet 
ComlaMd OIl _ ..... 
" 
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HOW TO TEACH GERMAN TO CHILDREN. 
By DR. ZUR BRilCKE. 
The lubject of the last article was Das Scblo .. , The Lock. For the sake 
of refreshing the memory a little, we here repeat the IUsumi of that lesson: 
Das Schloss ist viereckig; in dem Schloss sind ein Riegel und eine Sprung. 
feder. ' Mittelst des Schlilssels kann man den Riegel vorwiirts und rilckwllrts 
schieben. Miltelst des Schlil>sels kann man schliessen oder "offnen." The 
lock is four cornered, (square) in the lock are a bolt and a mainspring. By 
means of the key one can shove (slide) the bolt forwards and backwards, 
By means of the key one can lock or open. 
Now holdmg up the key, the tracher says: Kinder, hier ist ein Schlils · , 
sei, rhildren here i. a lock. ' Aile die Schiller antworten zugleich, all the 
pupils answer at the same time: Das ist ein S,chlUssel, that is a lock. Fritz, 
siebst du den SchIU"el, Fred, do you see the key? Fritz antwortet, Fred 
answers : Ja, ich' seh' den SchlUssel, I see the lock. Albert, wo ist der 
ScblUssel, where is the key? Antwort, answer. Der SchlOssel 1st in der 
Hand der Lehrerin, the key is in the hand of the teacher. In welcher hand 
ist der Schlll .. el, in which hand is the key? Antwort von cinem SchUler, an-
swer by a pupil : Der Schlilssel ist in der rechten Hand der Lehrerin, the 
key is in the right hand of the teacher. Frage, question: In welcher Hand 
ist das Schloss , in which hand is the lock ? Antwort, von einer Schillerin , 
answer by a female pupil : Das Schloss ist in der linken Hand der Lehrer!n, 
the lock is in the left hand of the teacher. 
Suggestion: The teacher now puts the key into the lock and asks: Meine 
jungen Freunde, wo ist jetzt der Schlil<sel, my young friends, where is the key 
now? Johann antwortet, John answers: Ich weiss wo der SchlUssel ist, I 
know where the key is: Der SchlU"el ist jetzt in dem Schloss, the key is 
'now in the lock. 
Suggestion: The teacher may now turn the key in the lock, saying, as he 
,does it: Ich kann den SchlU;sel in dem Schlosse umdrehen, I can tum the 
key in th~ lock. Der Lehrer fragt, the teacher asks: Kann ich den SchlUs· 
sel in dem Schlosse umdrehen, can I turn the key in the lock? Louise ant· 
wortet, Louise answers: la, Sie konnen den SchlUssel im Pchlosse um-
drehen, Yes, you can turn the key in, the lock. Jakob, kann ich den SchlUs-
sel im Schlosse umrlrehen. lacob, can I tum the key in the lock ? Antwort 
von Jakob, answer by Jacob : J~ , Sie konnen den Schliissel (im) Schlosse um-
drehen. 
Aile die SchUler antworten jetzt zusammen' im chor, all the pupils now 
answer together in concert: J~, Sie konnen den SchUssel in de~ im Schlosse 
.umdrehen. 
Conclusion, Schluss: All repeat after the teacher, as she has written on 
,the black:board: Das Schloss ist aus Ei;en" der SchlUssel ist aUS'Messing, 
und die Sprungfeder ist aus Stahl, the lock is of iron, the key [is of brass, 
and the mainspring is of steel. Q~estions by the teacher : Meine lieben, 
JUDgen Freunde, habt ihr Alles verstanden, my dear {riends, have you un -
derstood everything? Antwort von den SchUiern, answer by the pupils: Ja, 
'Ucbc Lehrerin, wir haben Alles gaoz gut verstanden, Yes, dear t~acher, we 
ha,ve understood everything quite well. 
(For further sujtgestions see "German without Grammar or Dictionary,', 
'Parts I, and II, published by S. ~. Griggs & Co., Chicago .) 
CHAIRS OF DIDACTICS IN COLLEGES. 
To tll# Edilol's of I!" Wttk'y: 
In the last WEEKLY I notice what seems to me an error in your editoriai' 
, concerning the election of Prof. Payne to a chair in the University of Michh 
gan. You will see by the inclosed paper that a chair of Didactics was estab· 
lished in this :University (Io";a) in 18;-2. It differs from that in Michigan 
• only i" , "atM. ' 
I hope you will do what you can to urge other coneg~s to do likewise. By 
r.eference to the-first volu;"e of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY you will6nrl two 
articles by myself on this subject. Yours respectfully, 
low ... CITY, IOWA, JulY7, 18 " S. N. FELLOIYS. 
Prof. Fellows' letter was accompanied by an article from his 
pen published about a year ago in an eastern journal showing 
'the ten4ency of educated opinion respecting the establishment of 
chairs of Didactics in colleges, and presenting a summary of rea-
80ns for such establishment. This summary is as follows: 
I. It will g eally assist the graduates who, from their superior culture, will 
occupy chief places, and become Itad"rs of Itudurs. 
2. A rdieK benent ";ill accrue to the colleges them,elves in the greater 
success of their graduates, and in improved methods of their own work. 
3. Professional educational literature will be improved. 
4. The development of a true science of education will be promoted. 
It will be a deserved recognition by the highest educational institutions,' of 
the value and need of prof~ssional, training for teacher. of every grade. 
6. Teaching will more jU;lly merit the title of a profo;sion. 
7. Higber institutions will become more closely united with our public 
school system. 
8. It will increase and widen the knowledge of the ends and means of ed-
ucation among those who, though not teachers, will hold high official positions. 
We had Iowa University in mind in our first writing, but inas-
much as the subject of Didat:lics in that institution is an attach-
ment, so to speak, to the professorship of Mental and Moral _-
Science, we did not consider it a parallel case with that at Ann 
Arbor, where it is distinct from any other, and where the professor 
is paid a full salary for instruction in that department 'only. 
At Iowa City the results of this special instruction in Didactics 
are all that was expected. According to Prof. Fellows, 
"a. Over one-third of the successive senior classes have elected Didactics 
as,a study, and-the proportion is increasing. 
"D. Nearly all of these had previous experience in teaching, aDd entered 
the class with a culture and enthusiasm that have rendered their instruction a 
delight. 
"c. A larger proportion of our graduates have entered the profession of 
teaching, and with much greater success. 
"d. The bond of union between the University 'aDd the high schools has 
been strengthened. 
The class exercises consist of: Text-book recitations, exposi-
tory readings from standard works on education, discussions in 
which all the members of the class are expected to. participate, ob-
servations in public schools, examination of text books in common ' 
use and reports thereon; together with lectures on' various subjects 
relating to the history, systems. and modes of education in our own 
and other countries, the organizing, grading, and governing Of 
schools, and the duties and responsibilities of principals and su-
perintendents. We learn from the catalog that those who 
complete the required course in a satisfactory manner will, on 
receiving the degree of A.B., B.Ph:, or B. S., be entitled to a cer-
tified testimonial of qualifications as teachers, and after two years 
of successful teaching may recej,'e the degree of Bachelor of Di-
dactics. 
-The four days meeting of the American Library Association 
in Boston last month was the largest and most successful meet-
i~g ever held by the Association. The unusually large number 
of valuable papers with discussions ,have been printed, and may 
be obtained for two dollars by addressing the secretary, Melvil 
Dewey, 32 Hawley Street, Boston. The volume is well worth 
purchasing. 
-A teachers' institute of considerable interest was held 'at 
Seattle, Washington Territory, July 15-T7. 
-The Chicago Inter Ocean starts out grandly as an educa-
tianal journal. Thus far it totally eclipses everything of the 
kind hitherto undertaken in that line. And yet,we expect to see 
improvements-it is just like the Inter Ocean to go ahead and _ 
beat everybody else. 
-A sensible step has 'been -taken by the Regents and faculties 
of the Wisconsin ' State Normal Schools, in ~ropping Greek, 
trigonometry, and' ast~ono,my from , the courses of- study. And 
another sensible step is suggested-that the two years' course in 
these schools b~ abolished. 
\ , 
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OFFICIAL DEPARTIIIENT. 
IOWA-SUNDRY RULINGS. 
.1 . Land belonging to the state may be taken for a school. house. ,ite, under 
· t1ie provisio~s of Secs. 1825-1828, S. L. 1876, and the county auditor is the 
· proper. party to receive notice for the state. 
2. Since the law is silent upon the question, the general custom has been 
to cb~ider the term of school directors as ending at noon on the third Mon. 
day 10 March. Members elect may qualify before that time, but tbey must 
qultfy before the close of that day. See Sec. 1790, S. L . 1876. 
. 3. It is quite customary for the outgoing beard to meet on the third Mon· 
d.t!y in March and complete all their work; and for the new board to organ· 
· be immediately thereafter. The legality or propriety of their doing so has 
Jl"ev~r been .qu.estioned. 
4. Iowa Supreme Court, June Term, 1879· A. Wolf and Son 11. Tlu In· 
tkpntd'mt School Distriel of Pleasant Vallty, Township of Wtst Point. 
In this case, the court held that payment for the erection of a lightning rod 
cannot be made from the contingent fund, since such expenditure is not pro· 
· vided for by Sees. 1729 and 1748, Code of 1873, unless such lightning rod is 
. suppli~d to replace an old one, a' repairs. The decision also ·states that the 
boatd may provide for lightning.rods in the erection of a new house to be 
paid for from the scbool·house fund. 
We think that under this ruling lightning rods may be erected without a 
vote of. the electors, if payment is made from money on hond in the school: . 
house fund. S~e note (c)to Sec. 1723, S. S. 1876. 
C. W. VON C<ELLN, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
NEBRASKA-RULINGS ON THE SCHOOL LAW. 
I '. The ,:Bond Law enacted by the last Legislature repeals all previous legis. 
alive enactments on the subject, including Sec. 30 of the school law. 
2. A school district cannot dissolve its organization .by a vote of tbe dis· 
trict • • 'To do this requires a petition and the action of the county superinten-
, dent, the same as the formation of a new district. 3. It should not be forgotton that a scbool district treasurer who use, in 
any way the funds of the district, except to pay ' orders drawn upon bim, is 
liable to ~riminal prosecution for embezzleement, with fine and imprisonme.nt. 
RECOGNITION DUE TO MISSIONARIES. 
To tlu Editors oft~t Wttkly: 
In WEEKLY No. 121, p. 323, occurs the following in an editorial: "rhe 
heathen in foreign lands receive only tbeattention of the tyros of the mini stry, 
who try to atone for their want of abilitJ by impracticable zea!." 
This incidental remark seems to ,me very unjust. There c~me to mind a 
grand array of men who, by native endowments, by culture of head and of 
heart, and by achievements, stand as princes-not merely in their own profes-
sion but among men of every calling tbat eleyates tb? race. As one example. 
in ev.idence see the work done by the group of American miSSionaries in Tur· 
key during tbe last 40 years, and mark the official notice which that work has 
received in Great Britain more than once and specially of late. 
We believe the readers of the WEEKLY could be better teachers of Gtograplzy 
and of h",!,anity were they better poste<! in the missionary movement; of the 
day. A knowledge 01 its difficulties and its triumphs can hardly fail to beget 
a 'profound respect-a genuine admiration for the men and the women engaged 
in the work. . . Yours truly, 
BaNKER HILL, ILL., Aug .. IS, 1879. H. M, BISSELL. 
We had no disposition to disparage foreign miSSIOnaries. , In· 
deed, among the greatest ,pioneers of .discovery, "religion, and 
.civiliza.tion were foreigp. missionaries. Fatlier Marquette and 
]3ishop Cliase, in a certain sense, were foreign missi01,laries. Ou 
remark was made in 'the line of comparison with home tal 
not in depreciation of the self-sacrificing men and women 
go-abroad. But, wi~h this qualification, will not" our corres-
,pc~Dcle~ltS grant that we hear of no foreign mission~ry equal to 
~:ll~ch<er" Spurgeon, ' Bellows, or our own David Swing, Ilnles~, 
~"'U'"'''''' we consider Talmage, now sojourning in England, a forr 
missionary? 
PU13LISHERS' NOTES. 
-Our subscribers and exchanges agree in saying that the reduction 'of th~ 
number of issues of the WEEKLY to forty in a year was a sensible move. ' 
The subscription price is proportionately the same-five cents a ,number •. 
_ -We are now selling the fourth thousand of Wedgwood's Topical An~ly­
su. 
-We are using the Lightning Letter Writer, advertised in anoiher coiumn, 
and recommend it cheerf)llly as a good thing. Try it. 
-Prin. B. M_ Reynolds, of Northfield, Minn., .writes in making his third , 
order for Gru6t's Mtlhod: "We are pleased with Mr. Soldan's little book, 
and find it a great help in the schoolroom." 
-The Publishers of the WEEKLY want to 'engage a permanent agent in. 
every county in the Western States. Many efficient agents of this kind have 
already been employed ; if there is none in your county, and you are sure 
you can do thorough work, write to us, giving two or mor~ references. 
-This number of. the WEEKLY is the first issue after the annual summer 
vacation. As announced in No. 124, only forty numbers will be issued in a 
year, and the subscription price will be two dolJars, with no ~lub or institute 
rates. 
-Copies of this paper are sent to teachers, principals, and 'superintenden~ , _ 
throughout the country, with the hope and expectation that all who arC; in- . 
terested in educational journalism, especially in Jbe Western States, will give , 
it material aid infextending its circulation. Show the paper to your, fellow 
teachers and subscribe together _ You should have the paper from this day 
till the close of the school year. If you have not the money at hand, con-
sult our. "Terms of Subscription" and send in your names without delay. 
-Ol1r Comparati1lt Examination Paptr is used in some schools for Com· 
position Paptr, it being cheaper than any. other that can be bought, and ruled 
conveniently for that purpose. Before holding y,?ur examinations this fall, 
send to the WEEKLY for specimen sheets, enclosing a one-cent stamp. . 
-The first edition of G1'I16t's Mtt"od has all beell sold, an:d the second is 
now in press. It will hereafter be bound in two styles-paper ap.d flexible 
cloth; prices 20 and 30 c~nts respectively. . 
-It need not be stated that the publishers of the WEEKLY regard the ap- _ 
pearance of this issue with a good deal of pride. It is without question the 
largest and most expensive edition of an educational journal· ever published 
in this country. J Twenty thousand copies have been printed and will be cir- . 
culated in all the states and territories, and to some extent also in Canada. " 
The cost of printing and mailing so large !Ill edition reaches nearly Dnt t"oiu-
and dollars. The ~eceipts for advertising-·the rates having been fixed at 
about one-third the usual figures-will not pay one-ha)f the cost. The· re-
turn for so large an outlay is expected to come from subscribe,s. This issue 
is sent out at a time when graded school teachers are about to enter upon their 
labors for the next school year and it is hoped and urged that every one who -
receives a copy will see. to it that his name is enrolled on our subscription list 
for one full year. For o;'ly two dollars in advance the paper can be had ev~ry 
week during the tiine ,you are teaching. Hundreds and thousands have tes7 
tifiod to its uoefulness to them while teaching, and surely duting the third year 
of its existence it will not be any less ·useful than before. The publishers 
request therefore, that prompt and generous responses may be made to the 
specimen copies sent out this week: Let us get the thousand dollars back 
from subscriptions in .the course of the next two weeks. It will take only 
five hundred teachers to answer that call. 
-Another'series of value to . teachers is ·baled Guiri(s fur 
Science 'Uaclling, ' published by ' Messrs_ Gi~n & ~eath. , It is-
designed to supplement lectures given to teachers of, the. publi'c 
schools of Boston, by the Boston Society of Natural History. 
They cannot be successfuUy used as text-books, but as aids to' 
teachers will be found very serviceable. Five volumes · haye 
been published, viz; About Pebbles, ' by Alpheus HY!ltt; Con-
cerning a few Common plant~, by George L : Goodale; COm- .' 
l)1ercial and Othe~ Sponges, by' Alpheus Hyatt ; A First Lesson 
in Natural Hi~tQry, by Mrs. Agassiz; Common Hydroids and ' 
Echin?derms, 'by Alpheus Hyatt. . 
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Aug. 8. The attendance was good throughout, the elegant c1ass·room of the 
high school bfing comfortably filled: The exercises were ably conducted 
under the supervision of Co. Supt. Perry, to whom a vote of thanks and con· 
fidence was tendered .. t the conclusion. The last hour was occupied .by Mr. 
Mahony; of this paper, who delivered a "talk" un what he called, ill a Pick· 
wickian sense, "/:- Chapter of Lamentati<!~." 
As we go to press the teachers' institute of Grundy County i. in session, 
under the able management of Supt. Higby. Our associate, Bro. ~1aho ny, 
is tbere with his "Chapter of Lamentations" underscored for this (Tuesday) 
enning. We believe that Mr. Mabony means to make himself quite numer· 
ous with lectures upon educational topics, before teachers' institutes and be· 
fore mil(ed a;semblie.<, up~n subjects of a more general chuacter. 
R. H. Btggs has taken charge of an educational department in the Wi/· 
",i"Cto" Pltllt,,;x. . 
Prof. E. J. James, last year principal of the Evanston high .chool, has 
taken cbarge of the Normal higb school, at a salary of '1,500. Prof. James 
Is a graduate of the Illinois Normal Untversity, afterward a student at the 
Northwestern University, and at Cornell University, and subsequently received 
the degree of Ph. D., after two years' study in Germany. 
. Prof. Freeman, of Polo, has accepted the place made vacant by L. M. Has· 
tings, in tbe We,t Side Aurora schools. 
We have received the Cataiog and Circular of tbe Cook County Normal 
School for 1879, an examination of which has proven a revelation to us. 
-This institution is situated at Normalville, Cook County, 111., about six miles 
from Chicago. It has two fine large buildings, well furnished. Prof. D. S. 
Wenlworth, well·known in the Northwest, is principal. The attendance last 
iear. was 200 in the Normal Department, and III in the Training Depart· 
ment, a total of 3II. The school is claimed to be strictly proftssimal. It 
has three distinct courseS of study: I. The regular three years' course, in· 
cfuding all the studi.. usually foAd in a course of that length. Latin ' or 
German may be studied throughout the second and third years. We find also 
ZoOlogy, Geometry, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, and Book.keeping in 
the course, besldea a good deal of provision for special" professional work, 
.. wbicb renders this a tborOugh coune of higber instruction. !z. A Special 
Profe.,ional Course. This Is provided for high Icbool graduates, ~nd those 
who complete the firat two years of the regular ~oune of study. Upon grad. 
uation, pupils receive a first grade certificate from the COUDty superintendent, 
and also a certificate from the County Board of Education of equal value. 3. 
An Optional Course, comprising the "A" Division of the Training Depart. 
ment. 
In addition to this, the rules of .the Board of Education admit any teach. 
en or other peraons who desire to review for one month, one term, or one 
year, or for any period of time, thus' making the school a' continuous institute. 
All tlle advantagel of }he school atld the Training Department are free to 
relidenla of Cook county; non·resldents pay a fee of thirty dollars per year. 
The new 60ardi"c 11.0",', "Students' H!lil," Is conducted on the club plan. 
Everything il furnished at cost-good boarding at about '3.00 per week, etc. 
. The total necesaary expenses for a year are eltimat~d at '132.50. 
With 'an able laculty, luch as the one at this institution has the reputation 
of being, an educat:on may' be obtained here equal to that furnished by any 
norma1school in the country. The Training Department Is perhaps the mo<t 
Important, and lpecially deserving of notice. Pupils arc not expected to enter 
the Ichool of practice until the sixth term, and then their acquiremenla and 
proficiency during the preceding terms arc put to a severe test. The period 
of p~actice extends from five to twenty days, And Is under the cons"'nt luper. 
vision.of critic teachers. But before a Itudent il allowed to teach in this de. 
partment, he must pa,. a sat!sfactory examination on all subjec:ta that belong ' 
to the professional pan of tbe coune; and if the examination prove aatisfac. 
tory, be is required to spend two days in observing the work of the teacher 
in chllrce of the room, and then produce a paper with rca50DS written in full 
for every exercise required of the children. Thil paper and the fint week's 
. ·pr,.ctice in teacjllng will determine his fitnesl for a place in the profeuion 
which lie baa. chosen. 
-New music received from Ign. Fischer, Toledo, Ohio,-
' Illspirahon Wal/fles, by F. R. Webb, {Ol two hands, 60 cents j 
Plate lYallfl, by Mrs. A. Brand, 30 centS , andApplettm'S Guide~ 
. ~ .comic song and chorus, by Rollin Howard, 25 cents. Can be 
had of m~ dealers. 
PEDAGOGiCS ' AT. THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 
THE following Circular from the President of the University of. Michigan annount::es the general purposes of the pro· 
posed course of instrut.:tion and the scope of the leeiures tu be 
given by Prof. Payne during the coming year. 
The purposes are: 
I. To fit University students forthe higher positions in the public06chool 
service. 
It is " natural (unction of the University, as the bead of our system of pub. 
lic instruction, to supply the demand made upon it for furnishing the larger 
public schools WIth sUferintendents, principals, and a,.islants in high schools. 
Year by year these imporlant positions are falling more and more into t~e' 
hands of men who have received education in the University. Up to thIS 
time, the training given to our graduates has been almost pUlely literary; it 
has lacked the professional character that can alone give special fitness for the 
successful management of schools ~nd school system;. Now, however, it is 
proposed to offer students of this University who wish to become leacher.; 
ample facilities for professlunal study; and Ih.s purpose is embodied in the 
.. tablishment of this new Chair. 
2. To promote Ihe study of educational science . 
The establishment of this Chair is a recognition of the truth that the art of 
education has its correlative science; and that the processes of the school· 
room can become rational only by developing and teaching the principles that 
underlie these processes. Systems of public instruction are everywhere on 
trial, and the final criteria by which they are to stand or fan must be found in 
a philosophical study oC the educating art. 
. 3. To teach the hi.tory of education, and of educational systems and doc· 
trines. 
The supreme right of the school is to grow; and much hurtful interference 
might be avoided by ascertaining the direction of educational progress and 
the history of educational thought. . 
4. To secure to teaching the rights, prerogatives, and advantages of a Pt:<>-
Cession. 
5. To give a more perfect unity to our state educalionai system by ·bringing 
the secondary schools into closer relation with the University. 
For the next year, two courses of lectures will be offered, as follows: 
I. Practical, embracing school supervision, grading, courses of study, ex. 
aminatioDS, the art of instructing and governing, school architecture, school 
hygiene, school law, elc., etc. Two ItcturiS .acll. wuk. 
II. Historical, Phi/osopMcal and Critical, embracing the his~ory of educa. 
tion, the comparison .and criticism of the systems in different counttles, the 
outlines of educational science, the $cience of teaching. a critical discuss!on 
of theories and methods. Two ItcturiS each wuk. 
UNIVEJLSITY OF MICHIGAN, Aug. I, 1879. 
JAMES B. ANGELL, President. 
-Students of English literature, and teachers who have classes 
in that 'subject, should provide themselves with the admirable: 
little volunes of Annotdled Po~ms, published by J. B. Lippincott 
& Co. Gray's Elegy, Cowper's Task, Scott's Lady of the Lake, 
Gold~mith's Traveler, and Goldsmith's Deserted Village are the 
first five issues. 
-The Teaclurs' Topical No/~-book is a convenient arrange-
ment of blank pages contrived by Prof. T. C. H . Vance, of 
C~rlisle, Ky. , and published I>y Reynolds & Reynolds, of Day-
ton, O. It is just the thing for teachers' institutes. ' 
- Tlie eighth'numberof the "American Library of Education," 
published by Davis, Bardeen & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., isNaltonal 
Educalion in Italy, France, G~nnany, England, a11d Wales, py 
Prof. C. W. Ben~ett. Pri~e 15 cents. ' 
;--Teachers of English grammar will find material aid and val-
uable suggestion in a pamphlet written and publi~hed by Co. 
Supt. A. H. Tuttle, of Austin, Mower County, Minnesota, called 
SentelltialAnalysis. Supt. Tuttle's 'object was to meet the wants 
of the teachers in his county, but he has done equally goc;xi ser-
vice for teachers everywhere. Price 25 cents. 
